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1 ~~MARKUP: EO0CIAL SECURITY FINANCING AM~ENDMENTS

2

3 Wednesday, M~arch 9, 1983

4- - -

5 United States Senate

6 Committee on Finance

7 Washington, D. C.

8 The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10;32 a.m., in

9 Room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Of-fice Building, the Honorable

10 Robert J. Dole (Chairman of the Committee) presiding.

11 Present; 'Senators Dole (presiding), Packwood, Danforth,

12 Chafee, Wallop, Durenberger, Armstronz, Symms, Grassley,

13 Long, 3entsen, ?!atsunaga, "!oynihan, Baucus, Boren, Bradley,

14 Mitchell and Pryor.

15- - -

16 The Chairman: The Committee will come to order.

17 LMr. Liahthizerz We made a couple of changes in the

18 spread sheet and we are trying to get copies made right now.

19 Maybe Carolyn can gro on throug~h it.

20 The Chairman: I think you have to pull that mike up very

21 close, Carolyn.

22 I think what we might do so everybody will understand

23 what might be the agenda for today is to go through what I

24 think everyone is already aware of sort of the highlights Of

25 the Commission recommendations, with some minor changed as
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1 reflected by conversation, discussion with staff on both

2 sides. I am not suggestina Members will agree or have

3 agreed, but not have any votes this morning or today on any

4 matter unless someone wants to vote on something, but go over

5 the so-called spread sheet, give us a chance to caucus, or

6 the Democrats to 7aucus, and the House to pass something

7 today.

8 I understand they will pass the bill today. We will come

9 back tomorrow mornin at 10:00 and just stay with it tomorrow

10 until we finish the markup.

11 There are some amendments to be offered, I assume, from

12 both sides. Some may be adopted; some may be rejected. But

13 I think the one thing we must keep in mind -- IL think Senator

14 'Hoynihan would agree, as a Member of the Commission -- that

15 it is a rather fragile package and if one of the major parts

16 drops out, I assume we are out of business.

17 Would that be your view, Pat?

18 Senator !oyniban: That would be my view, yes, sir.

19 The Chairman; So if there is no objection to that

20 procedure, i would ask ",iss 7ieaver to sort of go over the

21 spread sheet. if anybody has any questions they would like

22 to raise, they can interrupt.

23 We have Fob !yers, who probably is the real expert in

24 this area, as a =onsultant to the Senate Finance Committee.

25 He is here to answer any questions or any background, as well
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1 as Jack Svahn, Social Security Administrator -- Commissioner,

2 excuse me -- who has now been confirmnei for something else,

3 and Mr. Ballantyne, members of our staff, members of the

4 Joint Committee.

5 Carolyn?

6 Ms. Weaverz Okay* The cover sheet you have in front of

7 you is basically outlining the provisions that were included

8 in the package of the National Commission -_

9 Senator Bentsen: I want to be sure we can hear. Can you

10 speak into the mike?

11 The Chairman: Pull it way over there.

12 N~s. Weaverz The cover sheet you have in front of you is

13 basically summarizing the provisions in the consensus package

14 of the National Committee on Social Security Reform. There

15 are some additions and modifizations that we will note as we

16 go through. I believe you have page 1 in front of you now.

17 Senator Danforthz Carolyn, if you could speak into your

18 microphone, because your microphone is aimed at your

19 shoulder.

20 The Chairman: I think you have to get rid of those books

21 in front of you and just worry about the microphone.

22 M~r. Tighthizer: That is the right sheet, Senator

23 Bentsen. It is the front page. The second two or three

24 pages will be up in a minute. They are being Xeroxed.

25 Senator Lonqz Does this go with -the memorandum?
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1 ~Mr. Tight-hizec: No, this page right here.

2 Senator Longz Okay.

3 Ms. Weaver; The figures shown on that table show the

4 short-ran;a savings or revenues for the OASDI trust funds.

5 For example, t-he T9.3 billion is revenues from covering new

6 Federal hires. If you see a figure in parentheses, that

7 includes the HI Trust Fund impacts, so it would be the Social

8 Security trust fund impact, as on Item Number 2.

9 Then, in the final column are the long-range numbers,

10 expressed as a percent of taxable payroll.

11 Senator 'Yoynihan: Carolyn, we did not really hear you.

12 If you see a number in parentheses, that means --

13 Ms. Weaver; That includes the HI Trust Fund impact. All

14 the other numbers are OASDI Trust Fund impact.

15 The first three provisicns involve expanding coverage of

16 Social Security. Item 1 would basically reflect the

17 Commission recommendation to cover all new Federal civilian

18 employees hired after 1983. There is a qualifier in there

19 that unless t'he break in Federal service has been less than

20 one year.

21 In addition to that, current Kembers of Congress, the

22 President, Vice President, Commissioner of Social Security

23 api congressional staff not already under some type of

24 Federal retirement program would become covered as of

25 1/1/64.
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1 Senator Packwood: That is the consensus report?

2 M¶s. Weaver: The consensus report simply stated cover all

3 new Federal employees hired ater 1983.

4 Senator Packwooda Now I am curious about the Members of

5 Congress and the President and Vice President. The public is

6 imad enough about double-dipping. Is this going to make us

7 statutory louble-I.ippers? We are going to have a

8 congressional retirement system and Social Security?

9 Ms. Weaverz We are going to deal with the problem that

10 Members of Congress are not now covered under Social

1 1 Security.

12 Senator Packwood: I understand that. I think we ought

13 to be Covered. But are we going to be covered and now we are

14 going to have a dual retirement system?

15 Vs. Weaverz You would have a choice to opt out, of, the

16 Civil Service Retirement System.

17 Senator Packwood; And take back all the money we paid

18 into it, I assume.

19 F~s. Weaver; Yes.

20 Senator Packwood; Okay.

21 We are having trouble hearing you still, but I think she

22 said you have the option of opting out of the Civil Service

23 Retirement System, I assume taking back all the money that

24 has been paid in on our behalf and what we have paid in, and

25 just being covered by Social Security.
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1 Senator Moynihanz When you leave the Civil Service, you

2 just get the money you -out in.

3 Senator Packwood; Just so long as I understand where we

4 are. We just take back the money we put in and just go on

5 with Social Security.

6 Ms. Weaver: That is correct.

7 Senator PaCkwood; For those who choose not to, do we

8 then become double-dippers? Do we then have both our present

9 congressional retirement system and, on top of that, Social

10 Security?

11 M4s. Weaver; Yes, but presumably not in the negative

12 sense. You would then be paying taxes into both of those

13 systems.

14 Senator Packwood: I understand that also. Put if we go

15 under Social Security and we all are above, at the moment,

16 the maximum base, will we keep the present retirement system

17 we have and we will now be covered by Social Security. The

18 Federal government will pay half of the premium and we will

19 pay the other half. It will be a further deduction from our

20 paycheck.

21 Ms. Weaver: How the various Civil Service retirement

22 systems would be imodified to take into consideration

23 currently covered and current employees is not clear.

24 Senator Packwood: It is not covered in this bill at

25 -all.
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1 F~s. Weaver: Pardon me?

2 Senator Packwoodi It is not covered in this bill at

3 all.

4 Ms. Weaverj That is because that is not within the

5 Jurisdiction ofF the Finance Committee.

6 Senator Packwoodz I understand that. So if we pass this

7 the way it is at the moment, we will have our present

8 congressiona±. retirement system, which is a very generous

9 system, ani we will be covered by Social Security. Okay.

10 Senator Chafee; We will have to pay.

11 Senator Packwoodz Yes, we will have to pay, but we will

12 be covered by both.

13 Ms. Weaver: Item number 2 would cover all employees of

14 non-profit organizations as of January 1, 19814. That is the

15 recommendation of the National Commission.

16 Senator Armstrong: Mr. Chairman, could we ask what

17 testimony 1id we have on that? Did individual non-profits

18 comment on how that would i'mpact on their operation?

19 Mts. Weaver; in our Social Security hearings on the

20 Hill?

21 Senator Armstronga Yes.

22 Ms. Weaver: Yes.

23 Senator Armstrong: "Could you summarize that? Is that

24 going to be something they can handle pretty easily, or is it

25 going to be a large problem for them? Would you like to
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1 characterize that?

2 Ms. Weaver:- For those that are not covered, they are

3 well aware of the increase in the cost that will be borne as

4 a consequence of the new payroll tax being applied to them.

5 Senator Armstrong; Do you recall, did any of them

6 testify as to what the dollar magnitude of it i~s?

7 Ms. Weaver. That I do not recall.

8 Senator Armstrong; I tell you what. Not to bog down,

9 Mr. Chairman, maybe after the meeting this morning somebody

10 could point me to that in the testimony. I have the

11 impression that for some of these non-profit organizations we

12 are talking about a really serious impact which would have a

13 lot to do with their being able to carry forward their

14 programs.

15 We are talking about, in some cases, organizations that

16 have very worthy, meaningful programs of health care and

17 missionary work and you name it who are going to face this

18 all at once, in one single lump sum, and it appears to me we

19 ouaht to take a look at that and perhaps offer an amendment

20 to delay it or phase it in or something.

21 In fact, I expect to offer such an amendment., but I do

22 not have any numbers with me.

23 Senator Bentsenz If I might on that, Mr. Chairman, and

24 to reply to the Senator, from Coloraio, I have an amendment

25 that I -have proposed a=nd staff has looked at, and that is one
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1 that would say to the non-profit hospitals that they would be

2 able to pass on the employer part to Medi-care, which puts

3 them on the same basis as the profit hospitals. it just

4 equates it and tries to bring some equity in it.

5 As I understand it, staff, in looking at it, has reacted

6 favorably to it, and I believe the Chairman has.

7 Ms. Weaver: Another problem that the hospitals raised

8 was that a provision enacted last summer having to do with

9 hospitals and reimbursement, when coupled with coveraae of

10 non-profits, would cause Ithem a great deal of difficulty.

11 My undarstanding is that that provision in TEFEA can be

12 repealed.

13 Senator Bentsenz And you also have that situation in

14 Colorado, Senator.

15 Senator Armstrong: Sure do, but the concern I am getting

16 to -- what you are saying sounds like a worthy amendment to

17 me, but my concern is broader than that. In conversations in

18 the last day or two with some of the non-profit

19 organizations, they have cited some impacts on their

20 operation in terms of their ability to actually go forward

21 that are very serious and I will get those quantified in

22 terms of how specific non-profit organizations might be

23 afffected and have some kind of an amendment in mind when we

24 meet auain to do that.

25 I would urge at least that we 'Look at that because while
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1 maybe the principle of this is well justified, I do not think

2 we would want to inadvertently drive a bunch of these

3 non-profit orzanizations to the wall by hitting them all at

4 once, and the nature of my amendment will simply be to treat

5 non-profit organizations in. exactly the same way that we are

6 proposing to treat the Federal government.

7 Neither of them are covered. at the present time. With

8 the Federal government we are saying cover the new hires. S o

9 I think my amendment will do the same thing for the

1 0non-profits, say that as they bring new people aboard that

1 1they ou:7ht to be =overed, but effectively phase it in.

1 2 Senator Bentsen; I would like to say, now that the

1 3Chairman has returned, that we went quite early on here to a

14 question of2 non-profit organizations, and I have referred

15 specifically to non-profit hospitals and having this pass

16 through to Medicare the employer's portion. 'hat obviously

17 does not mean a f~ull recovery, but it puts them in the same

18 position as other hospitals.

19 It establishes equity there, and I have proposed an

20 amendment -For it. Unfortunately, I will not be here

21 tomorrow. I have a situation back in Texas I have to attend

22 to. An-' T have submitted that one to the staff and they have

23 evaluated it-. I would appreciate any comment.

24 Ms. Bur-ke: Senator Bentsen, there are two issues at

25 hand. Thefis is the provision that was included in TEFRA
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1 last year, if you recall, which reduced Medicare's Payments,

2 if indeed an institution pulled out of Social Security. The

3 intent was to discourage that withdrawal.

4 What we intend to do as part of the prospective piece of

5 this is to repeal the TEFRA provision and, secondarily, for

6 those institutions coming into Social Security, allow those

7 costs to be effectively passed through for ?Fedicare

8 reimbursement purposes. They will be added in to their base

9 in terms of their reimbursement.

10 Senator Bentsenz That puts them on the same ba-sis, then.

11 Ms. Burke; Yes, sir. They will be treated as all other

12 institutions who had previously been under social security.

13 Senator Bentsen: Right, and that would take care of it,

14 ani that is the amendment I propose, and that is the one that

15 they have evaluated. And, as I say, unfortunately T have to

16 be in Texas for something tomorrow. I would appreciate

17 consideration of that.

18 The Chairman. Thank you, we will. I think we have it

19 pretty much worked out right now, right?

20 Ms. Burkez Yes, sir. It is all taken care of.

21 The Chairman: I think it is a good suggestion. If we

22 have any problems, we will just hold it until you come back.

23 Senator Bentsen: All right. Thank you.

24 The Chairman; Where are we? You are just going through

25 the package?
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1 M¶s. Weaverz item Number 3, yes.

2 Senator Baucus; wr. Chairman, before we go through# may

3 I ask a question with respect to Number 1? Will all new

4 Federal employees b'e covered after 1983? By that I mean,

5 would that include Executive level employees, civilian

6 Federal employees?

7 Ms. Weaver; Yes.

8 Senator Baucus: So Cabinet officials, Assistant

9 Secretaries, et cetera.

10 Ms. Weaver: Yes.

11 Senator Baucusz Very good.

12 The Chairman; What about Federal judges? Would 'that

13 take care of their problem?

14 Ms. Weaver: They would be covered as new hires under

15 this proposal, ani they were covered currently in the Ways

16 and Mfeans Committee bill.

17 The Chairman: Foreign Service Officers?

18 Fs. Weaver; They would be new hires.

19 The Chairman. They claim some special hazard.

20 Senator Bradleyz They would be considered new hires --

21 all judges -- or only new judges?

22 Ms. Weaver: They would be covered when they were newly

23 hired after 1983.

24 Senator Bradley: So that a sitting Federal -judge would

25 not come under this?
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1 Ms. Weaver; T-hat is correct.

2 Senator Pryor: May I ask a question? Let's say if an

3 agency hires a new Federal worker January 2 of next year,

4 1983. At that point, unless we do something about the civil

5 service system, is that new employee going to ~'e paid 1L4

6 percent on retirement?

7 Ms. Weaver: That is correct-, yes.

8 Senator 'Aloynihan: Well, not 14.

9 Senator Pryor; He paid seven percent, I think, into each

10 system.

11 Senator Yovnihan: Oh, I see. Yes.

12 Senator Pryorj Unless we correct what I perceive to be a

13 defect.

14 Ms. Weaver; Right, and presumably either --

15 The Chairman; As I understand it, Senator Stevens will

16 have an amendment to address that. It is something we do not

17 have -jurisdiction of, but we understand he may. Is that

18 correct, Carolyn?

19 Ms. Weaver; We spoke to his staff yesterday and he would

20 plan to offer an Ameniment on the -floor that would allow new

21 hires, new federal hires, to opt out of the civil service

22 program becinning in January, so that they were under Social

23 Security only until the supplemental plan was fully in place

24 so there would not be that double taxation problem.

25 IMr. Light-hizer: There is also proposed by Senator
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1 Moynihan, which we have included in this list, language which

2 sort of makes the point to the extent we can in our

3 jurisdiction that we do not, intend to have anybody's accrued

4 entitlement benefits changed and that we expect the system to

5 be worked out.

6 The Chairman; That is an amendment Senator Moynihan will

7 be offering, is that correct?

8 Ms. Weaver; I think it is included in here.

9 The Chairmanz All right.

10 Senator Matsunagaz Xr. Chairman, if i may raise a

11 question also, to be covered under Civil service retirement

12 system presently the minimum requirement is five years,

13 correct.?

14 Now to be covered under Social Security, ten quarters,

15 correct?

16 Ms. Weaver: Ultimately L40 quarters -- ten years.

17 Senator Matsunagaz Under this provision?

18 Ms. Weaver; Under Social Security in general, ten years.

19 Mr. Lighthizer. Forty quarters for Social Security.

20 Senator Matsunagaz So which will govern the new civil

21 servant who will retire after five years?'

22 M,'s. Weaver: A newly hired federal worker will simply be

23 brought under the Social Security system an! will have to

24 meet the eligibility requirements of Social Security.

25 Senator Matsunaga: Of ten years?
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1 's. Weaver: Y-es.

2 fir. Lighthizerz For- social security. Now what happens

3 in his pension is something that has to be worked out by the

4 appropriate committee.

5 ~Is. Weaver: And most people who are retiring under civil

6 service now we find are already eligible for social

7 security. I think the figure is maybe 80 percent.

8 Senator Miatsunagaz Yes, but I am referring to the new

9 ones, which would'mean that the new ones wouli not have the

10 same benefits as the present civil servants. Present civil

11 servants mpay retire after five years and be eligible for

12 retirement benefits.

13 Ms. Weaver; Again, that will depend on how the

14 supplementary system is set up for the civil service

15 retirees.

16 Senator Matsunaga; So that has not yet been worked out.

17 How long will that take?

18 ~!r. Liahthizer: That is now within our jurisdiction,

19 Senator, which is why we have not worked it out, but

20 pr~sumably the Govern-ment Affairs Committee will work out a

21 system which integrates the new federal worker.

22 Senator Matsunagaz How much time will we be allowing the

23 system to be worked out by t-his proposal? Certainly it will

24 take some time to work this formula out, striki:ng some

25 formula between social security And civil service.
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1 Mr. Lighthizer: Before this becomes effective we have

2 ten months and, in addition to that, there obviously is some

3 period of time after that in which the Government Affairs

4 Committee 7an st-ill operate and not affect anybody because

5 you have to be in the system a little while in any event

6 before they can -- I mean, somebody that is hired next

7 January 2 would not be eligible for benefits in any event for

8 a number of years.

9 So there is a period of time for the Government Affairs

10 Committee and ultimately the whole Senate and the Congress to

11 work it out.

12 Senator M'atsunaga.- Yes, but beginning immediately they

13 make contributions. So depending upon what the plan is, the

14 contribution will have to be made by the new civil servant.

15 M~r. Light~hizer; Effective next January. So Senator

16 Stevens is proposing to offer an amendment, as we understand

17 it, which is not really within our jurisdiction but which

18 lets these people opt out of the civil service retirement

19 program so that if it takes a little while to get the system

20 integrated they will not be paying double taxes.

21 Senator Armstrong% Would the Senator yield to me for

22 just a moment? The same problem which he is describing,

23 which federal civil service employees will face in their

24 retirement system, i;s exactly the same sort of problem that

25 the non-prof-it-s -_re going to face and is the reason why at
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1 the appropriate time I hope the Senator would support an

2 amendment to treat the non-profits in the same way -- that

3 is, to pick up the new hires but not to force them to pick up

4 everybody that is not on board, just so it is not so sudden.

5 Senator Boren; Mr. Chairman, I am a little confused by

6 what I have heard. When Nr. Greenspan testified he testified

7 that the Commission was recommending that the present federal

8 employee would have the same contribution and the sarme

9 combined benefit. in other words, he would pay into social

10 security and I guess he would be only about a quarter of a

11 percent left is what he would pay into a supplemental system,

12 and then that the retirement benefit would be the same as the

13 present retired benefit -- social security plus the

14 supplemental -- so they would be on an equal footing with the

15 present employee.

16 Is that correct?

17 .'s. Weaverz That was what he envisioned in the

18 supplemental plan, yes.

19 Senator Boren: Out that is not what is being talked

20 about now, is that correct?

21 The Chairman; We do not know what the supplemental plan

22 will be.

23 L~r. Lig~hthizer: We do not have the jurisdiction over the

24 part Of the program that affects the =civil service reti-re-ment

25 program. That is the jurisdiction of the Government Affairs
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1 Committee and they will have to integrate that.

2 Senator Boren: Has the Administration made a

3 recommendation at this point as to what that supplemental

4 plan would look like?

5 Mr. Svahnz No, Senator, we have not at this time made

6 any recommendation. We are studying it and looking at a

7 supplemental retirement system.

8 Senator Borenz What are the savings projected? I

9 understand Mr. Greenspan said there are no savings in terms

10 of the unified budget, but what are the savings in terms of

11 the first year impact on social security to bring new hires

12 in? How much does that produce in the social security system

13 in the first ye-ar?

14 Ms. Weaver; $200 million in calendar year 198L4.

15 Senator Boren: $200 million in 198L4. Then what does

16 that go up to in 1985?

17 Ms. Weaver: 1985 is $700 million, then $1.2 billion, for

18 a cumulative of $9.3 billion over the period.

19 Senator Boren: Over that period. Thank you.

20 Senator Pryorz Mr. Chairman, I am not at this point

21 proposing an amendment, but I would just like to ask this

22 question, and I am not saying that I will or will nct. Give

23 me the down side, if you might, of what might happen if we

24 delayed by one year the inclusion of the federal employees.

25 Eay if we movei that late from January 1, 1984~ to January 1,
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1 19851-, so that we would at least assure the federal employees

2 that we ar2 going to have something worked out, because what

3 I think we are doing here, we have no Administration proposal.

4 We have at least a commitment from Senator Stevens, whom

5 I greatly ~respect, but I do not think we have any idea of

6 what is going to be the real final outcome of-that system.

7 What is the down side of moving that to 1985?

8 The Chairman: I might just say the down side would be

9 that that would be not a violation but would a significant

10 departure from the recommendation on this sort of fragile

11 package, and we -are only talking about new hires. I do not

12 see any reason to ielay it.

13 There are a lot of people who would like to delay the

14 whole thing. Some do not like to call it a delay. They

15 would'iike to delay that, but do you see -- M!r. Myers, I

16 assume this question has been raised on the House side, and

17 may be raised on t-he House floor today, I am not certain,

18 Senator Pryor.

19 Mr. Myersz &wr. Chairman, I believe the new plan can be

20 worked out once it is clear that new hires are going to be

21 zovered under social security next January 1. This is not

22 all that dif1ficult. I think there is plenty of time to do

23 it.

24 As you will recall, * testified before your committee

25 that one possible plan for doing this would coordinate the
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1 two so that federal employees would pay the same

2 contributions they pay now, but it would be divided up

3 between the two systems and at the same time the benefits

4 would be the same as the present civil service retirement

5 benefit, except they would be reduced by the social security

6 benefits that would come from the federal employment.

7 It is rnot that difficult a problem.

8 The Chairman; I might say, too, I think, Senator Pryor,

9 at one time Mr. Myers was I do not say negotiatino, but you

10 had some discussion with some of the federal employees union

11 leaders to solve this real concern they had. Did you have

12 any success in that effort?

13 Mr. Fyersz Well, I showed them my plan and said if they

14 had any questions or comments about it as they considered it

15 I would be glad to hear from them. I have not heard from

16 them. I do not know whether that means assent or dissent.

17 Senator Bradley; Mr. Chairman, Mr. Svahn, you said that

18 you have not sent up the supplemental plan yet, is that

19 correct?

20 Mr. Svahn;- That is correct, Senator.

21 Senator Bradley: You have made recommendations about the

22 existing c:ivil service retirement system though, haven't you?

23 Mr. Svahn: The Administration -- and I do not know where

24 those recommendations are -

25 Senator Bradley; What are those recommendations?
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1 '!r. Svahn; I am not familiar with them, Senator.

2 Senator Bradley,: You are not familiar with

3 recommendations made by the Administration on federal

4 employees and you are here now testifying on the base of

5 social security inclusion and you do not know what the

6 recommendations were by the Administration?

7 Mr. Svahn.- I assume what -you are talking about, Senator,

8 are the budget proposals for the civil service retirement

9 system. I am not familiar with those. Dr. Devine runs the

10 Civil Service Petirement System, not the Commissioner of

11 Social Security.

12 The Chiirman; And he lid testify. i think we have a

13 record of his testimony. I think he outlined in a general

14 way. Do you have that information, Carolyn?

15 Hs. Weaver: We have it available.

16 Senator Bradley: Well, Mr. Chairman, I think that there

17 are a couple of things that the Administration has

18 recommended that raise legitimate ;questions about what kind

19 of supplemental insurance system would be provided. instead

20 of putting away seven percent of the payroll, of the salary,

21 they suggest that you put away eleven percent of the salary.

22 instead of retiring at 55, they say you retire at 65.

23 Instead of having your payment based on the high three years

24 of earnings, they want the high five years of earning.

25 I mean, thcse are a few rather significant changes in the
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1 civil service system that would lead any federal employee to

2 have some reason to doubt that a civil service supplemental

3 is going to give what precisely Mr. Ball said it was so easy

4 to give. Mr. HMyers, 1 am sorry, !r. "Iyers.

5 So i think that t-he questions raised by Senator Boren and

6 Senator Pryor are at least reasonable questions.

7 Er. Svahn, you have no comment about that. I voted for

8 you yesterday, I!r. Svahn.

9 Mr. Svahn: I appreciate that, Senator.

10 Senator Bradley; i swallowed deeply, but I voted.

11 Mr. Svahnz- I think, Senator, that what you are talking

12 about are proposals and, as I said, we have not made any

13 proposals yet as to a supplemental civil service retirement

14 system. But, as the Senator knows, the Administration's

15 proposals are not necessarily what will eventually emerge as

16 law and that this Committee, Members Of this Committee, will

17 have an opportunity, I am sure, to shape whatever kind of

18 supplemental retirement system emerges finally.

19 I *think that the =omment was made or question was asked a

20 minute ago about what a delay in including new federal

21 employees would cost in terms of the savings put together in

22 the bipartisan package. I am assuming now that if you

23 delayed, the same arguments would apply to non-profit

24 Organizations who are going into the System January 1,

25 assuming passage Of: the bill.
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1 That would cost, over the 1983 to 1989 period

2 approximately $3.6 billion.

3 Senator Pryorz Not just for a one-year delay? What is

4 that fiaure?

5 Mr. Svahn,; it is $3.6 billion.

6 The Chairman: How do you divide that up?

7 Mr. Svahn: 1983 to 1989. Perhaps I can ask Mr.

8 Ballantyne to divide that up.

9 The Chairman: How much would be -- I do not propose we

10 do that, but how much?

11 Mr. Ballantyna: For new federal employees, newly hired

12 employees, it would be F2.5 billion in that period, 19831

13 through 1989, and for all non-profit employees it would be

14 $1.1 billion, and this assumes that in 1983, beginning in

15 1983, further terminations of non-profit employees would be

16 prohibited, just as state and local terminations are.

17 Senator Bentsen; If I may, Mr. Chairman.

18 The Chairman:- Senator Bentsen.

19 Senator 2entsen; I think what we are seeking is a means

20 of addr-essing the concern of the present civil service

21 employee that there is goinc to be continued funding for that

22 civil service pension system and that there is going to be a

23 conmitment on the part of this ?overnment when you have the

24 new hires that they are not just limited to a social security

25 pension s-stem, that you -are going to see the government
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1 committed to the kind of funding that is necessary to be sure

2 that we retain a solvent and security civil service

3 retirement system for the people that are hired.

4 That is what we are seeking and that is why you see

5 Senator Bradley and Senator Boren and some of the others

6 making the kind of statements that they are.

7 The Chairmanz I think Senator Bentsen is absolutely

8 correct. That is what we propose, that is what we hope we

9 can do, but some of it we do not have jurisdiction of. We

10 are willing to work with the appropriate committee. We have

11 made it clear to the federal employees who have testified --

12 it is on the record -- that we are going to try to make

13 certain that they are protected.

14 We see no reason they should not be protected. They

15 should be. And again I would suggest maybe, Mr. Myers.

16 between now and the time we start wrapping this up tomorrow,

17 you might explore that ilea that you had when you sort of

18 wrapped up the hearing testimony. That may be something you

19 would want to make available to members on both sides to see

20 if they have any interest in that.

21 Would you describe that again briefly so we are all

22 focusing on it now?

23 Mr. 111yers.- '1r. Chairman, on the contribution side, new

24 federal hi res would pay exactly the same as the present

25 employees do, that is, seven percent for retirement plus the
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1 1.3 percent Medicare tax. The seven percent for retirement

2 would be divided up. The part that would go to social

3 security would be taken out first and the remainder would go

4 into the civil service retirement fund.

5 In the same way, the roughly 30 percent of payroll that

6 the government now contributes for civil service retirement

7 would continue to go in, but first the social security tax

8 would b--e taken out and then the other roughly 24~ percent

9 would go into the civil service retirement fund.

10 On the benefit side, benefits for the new hires would be

11 exactly the same as at present until age 65. At age 65 they

12 would be reduced by the amount of social security benefits

13 that they would be eligible for on the basis of their federal

14 employment.

15 So, in other words, both the contributions and the

16 benefits of the present civil service retirement system

17 would, for new hires, be offset by the social security

18 contributions and by the social security benefits resulting

19 therefrom.

20 Senator Mitchallz M!r. Chairman?

21 The Chairman: Senator Mitchell.

22 Senator Mitc=he'll: The problem, Mr. Myers, is that what

23 you have asserted, which is consistent with and more specific

24 with what !r. -~reenspan said earlier, is directly

25 contradicted by the Administration's proposals regarding
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1 civil service retirement. What you have just said is not

2 consistent with, contradictory to, and not the same as what

3 the Administration has already proposed. Now Mr. Svahn says

4 the Administration has not taken a position on a

5 supplementary system, but they have taken a position on the

6 civil service system.

7 Mr. Myers; Well, Senator Mitchell-, I am not speaking for

8 the Administration. I am not an employee of the Executive

9 branch. When I testified before your Committee I was

10 speaking as an individual. At present, I am a consultant to

11 Your Committee, but I have no connection with the Executive

12 branch.

13 Senator Mitchell- Well, of course that is precisely the

14 prcblem. It is the Administration position that is likely to

15 be of more significant to the federal employees. After all,

16 you are not the President; neither is Kr. Greenspan. And

17 they are more likely to be influenced by what the Presiient

18 is saying should be done than by what you say.

19 I kind of think your idea is a lot better than the

20 President's and in this respect, at least, we probably would

21 like to have you as President.

22 But', in any event, that is a problem that is faced. here,

23 Mr. Chpirmnan. I lo not know how we get around it. it is all

24 well and gcod for him to say this is what should be done and

25 Mr. Greenspan to say this is what should be done, but we
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1 confront a circumstance in which the Administration has taken

2 a Position that is wholly inconsistent with what he has said.

3 Senator Moynihan; Would the Senator yield for a

4 comment?

5 Senator Mitchell; Yes.

6 Senator Noynihanj I would hope all the members of the

7 Committee would hear these numbers once more. They came as a

8 surprise to me and, I think, to most members of the

9 Commission. That is that only 26 percent of the people who

10 enter federal service ever retire in the federal service

11 retirement system. A few die and some go off on disability,

12 but a full 62 percent never get any civil service retirement

13 benefits.

14 And if they do not get social security, they do not have

15 anything. The number, rather striking, 37 percent of federal

16 employees, people who join the federal civil service, do not

17 stay five years, and they leave and when they leave they can

18 take out their contribution, but the federal contribution

19 does not exist and they have rio social security.

20 This way, in that five years they will have earned amost

21 half t1-he amount of benefits they need to qualify for social

22 security. Altogether, 62 percent of the people withdraw,

23 either do not get vested or withdraw, and in consecuence have

24 no rights under the retirement system, and under-what we are

25 proposing will have rights vested under social security.
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1 Senator M!itchallz I think the Senator is makinq a very

2 valid point, that there is a certain category of persons in

3 federal employment, now or future, who will benefit from

4 inclusion in social security, not only those who leave before

5 five years, but those who become totally disabled.

6 But there is another :ategory that is c-oncerned that they

7 will not, and excepting the fact that you have just stated --

8 and I think it is a very valid point -- there remains the

9 concern of that category of persons who are now in and who

10 will be in and will continue.

11 Senator !oynihan: Well, could i suggest to the Senator

12 that we are not proposing any change in the traditions of the

13 persons now employed by the federal government. We are

14 proposing a change in the arrangements for people who will in

15 the future, but they are not quite a category of people.

16 Senator Mitchell; They do not necessarily know who they

17 are. We io not know who they are and we do not know who the

18 individuals are, but we do know there will be a certain

19 number of persons in that category.

20 Senator Moynihan: Right, and we want them to be covered

21 by both systems and properly.

22 Senator Symms: If one of the Senators would yield, I

23 would like tc ask a question. Why can't you figure out a

24 system hers where if you are a civil servant and you retire

25 and then you go out and you work in the private job that you
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1 have a guarantee that you are going to get back all the money

2 You Put into the social security system and then, after that.

3 you have to elect whether you are going to be on social

4 sezurity or civil service and do it from the benefit end and

5 keep these two things here.

6 It seems to me we are just robbing Peter to pay Paul,

7 when the problem is let them iecide which one they want to
8 be orif-hey want to go on social security to get back all

9 the money they put in, the civil service program -- they can

10 be a socialA security recipient but not try to fold in civil

11 service pension and somehow think that we are going to get

12 something for nothing out of this, be~ause with the unfunded

13 liability in civil service we have got to do something about

14 that too.

15 Is that impossible to do from the benefit end? Don't 80

16 percent of the people who retire as civil servants actually

17 eni up irawing so~ial security also?

18 K~r. Myers; 'That is correct.

19 Senator Symms; Why not -just say okay, you worked from 19

20 -- from the time you are 55 until you are 65. You paid in X

21 number of lollars in the social security program. You get

22 that back when you quit working and then you ao ahead and

232 retire on your civil service pension.

24 Mr. M¶yers: The N~ational Commission consensus did address

25 that too, because that applies also to state and local
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1 employees. There is a provision in here to prevent so-called

2 "windfall" benefits that says we will calculate the social

3 security benefits Jifferently for people who have non-covered

4 employment and to recognize that they are getting heavily

5 weigh ted benefi-'-ts.

6 So you can attack it from the benefit side.

7 Senator Symmsz If you solve it from -the benefit side,

8 what is the purpose of putting them into social security?

9 M¶r. M~yersi I think the benefit is to also see, as

10 Senator Moynihan said, that the maybe roughly three-quarters

11 of the people never get civil service retirement benefits

12 have some social security coverage during their period of

13 federal service.

14 In other words, if they leave after three years of

15 federal service, they get nothing but their contributions

16 back. They have that blank period in their social security

17 record that could prevent themi from getting benefits or might

18 result in them getting lower benefits if they did qualify.

19 The Chairman.; I wonder if we might -- I know this

20 provision is controversial, but so is every other provision

21 in this paa-kage. So therein lies the problem. I mean, that

22 is the problem the Commissicn felt. WJe had a lot Of:

23 solutions and they were good ideas, but we could not put the

24 package to;ether.

25 So if we want to delay the federal employee, then we
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1 ouaht to delay everybody else. So then you do not have the

2 package and I do not -- we want to protect everyone's rights,

3 but we cannot resolve the crisis in the civil service

4 retirement system, which ha~s about a $500 billion unfunded

5 liability, whatever it is, in this Committee, unfortunately.

6 We do not have that. That is one thing we dq not have.

7 But we would like to move on so we can sort of run

8 through the spread sheet and then, if there are amendments,

9 they could be offered tomorrow. I would rather not offer

10 them today.

11 I have been approached _by some Members of the House,

12 particularly new Members of the House, with less than five

13 years' service. Now Senator Packwood may have raised that,

14 but they are concerned, like other federal employees are

15 concerned, and I do not know whether you can comm~ent on that

16 or not, M!r. Myers. You had focused on that problem on the

17 House side.

18 Mr. Myers.: Well, I think in the vast majority of those

19 cases there is no problem because if the present v¶embers were

20 covered and they do not get five years of congressional

21 service, certainly at some other time during their career,

22 either before they came to Congress or after they leave, they

23 are going to be in social security-covered employment. So

24 the social security coverage they would pick up as Members of

25 Congress would just add to all their other- social security
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1 coverage.

2 The Ch~airmian: They have another concern, like the

3 concern about the 15 percent or 1L4 percent, whatever it is,

4 not getting the :noney out if they hava paii into one system

5 and then being forced to pay into both systems. That is a

6 question, T assume, that we will have to address.

7 Ir. Myers: W4ell, anything they paid into the

8 congressional retirement system, of course, they get back.

9 What they paid into social security would be like all' new

10 hires. If they are in just for a few years, they have social

11 security credits, which they add to their previous or

12 subsequent social security credits.

13 Senator Matsunaga. Will the option still be left open,

14 Mr. Myers, under your proposal to civil servants, say working

15 here on the Hill, to withdraw whatever they have put in if

16 they leave prior to the five years?

17 Mr. Myers; Yes, that is what would happen, yes.

18 Senator Matsunaqa; I am talking about new employees.

19 Mr. Myers: New employees --

20 Senator Matsunaga; They would still have that option?

21 Mr. Myers: 'The new employees -- well, it depends on the

22 supplemental plan, but as I would foresee it, the new

23 employees could withdraw the part that went into the civil

24 service retirement fund. Of course, the part that went into

25 social security woull be like anybody else. That money stays
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1 in the fund and they build up a lifetime record.

2 Senator Matsunagaz Yes, I am referring to that portion

3 which is assigned to the Civil service retirement system..

4 Mr. Myers; I am certain that under any supplemental plan

5 that would be drawn up that money would be refundatble to them

6 if they had less than five years of service.

7 Senator M'atsunagaz Okay.

8 Senator Pryor: If we withdraw the money or if a federal

9 employee withdraws, let's say we have T20,000 built up over a

10 period of years and we withdraw that to be reimbursed for

11 what we put in, I can only assume that that 'Ls taxable income

12 to us ani, say, taxed at the 50 percent rate or whatever it

13 might be.

14 It looks like we are going to be --

15 Senator Moynihanz You already paid tax on it.

16 Mr. 11yersz Senator Pryor, I do'not think that is the

17 case because y~ou pay -the civil service contribution out off

18 after-tax income.

19 Senator Pryorz So you would not have a taxation

20 problem?

21 Mr. Hyersz No.

22 The Chairman: I wonder if we could move on to some of

23 the other areas and then maybe come back to this f-ir-st item.

24 M~s. Weaver: I think the next item we were on was Item 3,

25 which was another recommendation of the National Commission
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1 to prohibit termination by state and local government

2 employees. In addition to that, as the Ways and Means

3 Committee proposal would do, those state and local

4 governments that are currently not covered under social

5 serurit-y would be given the option to o-pt back in to the

6 system.

7 Item L pertains to the social security COLA delay and, in

8 addition to the recommendation of the National Commission,

9 the waiver of the 1983 three percent trigger COLAs is

10 included here. This was zcmething else recommended by the

11 Ways and "leans Committee.

12 The Chairman; This would assur e that there would be some

13 adjustment in January of 19813?

14 Ms. Weaver: That is right, if indeed the cost-of-living

15 adjustment for July may have been less than three percent.

16 Under present law it would not have been paid and so when we

17 delay until January the-re might have been no COLA at all. So

18 for a one-time -- if the COLA turned out to be, say, one or

19 two3 percent, that would be paid in January.

20 Senator Wallop: M~r. Chairman, can I just ask, is there

21 an assumption, Miss Weaver, that these states might opt back

22 into the system? Is there an economic assumption attached to

23 that, or is that just an opport-unity?

24 Ms Weaver: That is an opportunity.

25 Senator !4allopz You do not really anticipate that
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1 anybody will opt back in?

2 Ms. Weaver: o.1;O

3 Senator Chafee: I would like to ask a question here on

4 Number L, !fiss Weaver. Let's assume that inflation in the

5 first six months -- that is, from July to January -- were

6 four percent. Now what would happen? They would not, get

7 that six-months COLA, is that right?

8 Ms. Weaver: The way we Presently calculate it, it would

9 be from tha first quarter of this calendar year over the

10 'first calendar quarter of last year. That amount, which is

11 yet to be determined -- say that is four percent -- that is

12 what would be paid out in July. That amount will be shifted

13 to January and Paid in January.

14 The following year and then all future years, WP would

15 shift that measuring period to a third quarter-third quarter

16 basis so that the lag between the end of the measuring period

17 and the day you actually pay out the =ost-of-living

18 adjustment is not lengthened beyond three months.

19 Senator Chafee: I guess i am missing the point on the

20 waiver of the three percent trigger.

21 Ms. Weaver: Suppose we gat in ill the information on

22 prices for the first quarter of this year, through ?I'arch, and

23 we find out after we have enacted -a six-month delay, for

24 example, that the cost-of-living adjustment would have been

25 two perzent. Under present law, if the COLA would have been
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1 less than three Percent, nothing is paid. It is caught up

2 the following year.

3 And the concern raised by Congressman Conable on the

4 House side was that there would be a great deal of

5 misunderstanding if you told all recipients that there was

6 going to be a six-month delay and then nothing ended up being

7 paid in January.

8 Senator Chafee; Does this change your financial

9 predictions?

10 Ms. Weaver; No, because there was an assumption that the

11 COLA vould exceed three percent.

12 Senator Chafeez Thank you.

13 MIs. Weaver: Item 5 pertains to the supplemental security

14 income program. It would make a coordinated six-month delay

15 in the COLA for that program and, in addition, would couple

16 that with i $20 per month increase in the income -- pardon

17 me, in the SSI payment standard under the SSI program. That

18 would be $30 a month for a couple.

19 The Chairman: Is that the recommendation I think Dr.

20 Fleming made before the Committee, at least a ¶20 increase?

21 Mis. Weaver; They have been seeking an increase in the

22 SS1 payment standard, yes.

23 The Chairman; Instead of the disregard, we do it this

24 way.

25 Senator TLona. Did you do Item 3, yet?
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1 The Chai~rman: The SS!?

2 Senator Long; Ls what you were talking abcut?9

3 The Chairman; That is the one Mike was questioning.

4 ~Is. Weavers Item 15.

5 The Chairmani You are talking about the pass through?

6 Why don't you just raise it, M!ike.

7 Mr. Sternz This was a question on Item 3, which i~s a

8 provision that would prohibit termination of coverage by

9 state and local governments. Under present law, they are not

10 taxed because of the constitutional question of whether the

11 federal government can tax them. If they come Jn. voluntarily

12 they take payments in lieu of contributions. And under the

13 present law, if" they want to opt out, they give notice and

14 they have a two-year period, and then after that they are

15 out.

16 The question that has been raised is what about the case

17 where a state or locality has already given notice to the

18 federal government but the two-year period just has not run

19 out. To now say that they cannot get out really is kind of a

20 unilateral change in position.

21 The Chairman: I think we recognized that.

22 Senator Wallopz A number of the changes, though, are

23 unilateral.

24 Senator Lcngz 'This seems to be rather unfair, though.

25 We told these communities, as I understand -it, that we were
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1 going to give themi the option to come in. The Commission

2 still is recommending that we not try, as I understand it, to

3 put these people in against their will. Now they were told

4 that they could come in and participate ani then have the

5 privilege of opting back out again.

6 Now when you have a whole list of them -- about how many

7 are there in the country? Aren't there about 600

8 communities?

9 Ms. Weaver: There are 635 pending terminations.

10 Senator Long: About 635 who came in on that basis, that

11 they would have the privilege to opt back out and they have

12 applied to opt back out and they have a right to do so. Now

13 this seems to be i complete breach of faith on the part of

14 Congress, and it confronts you directly with a constitutional

15 question which the Commission said they were seeking to

16 avoid.

1 7 Now how do we justify this to people?

18 Ms. Weaverz Part of the difficulty, I believe, is that

19 if the elimination date were made prospectively, say on

20 enactment, there2 is some concern that huge numbers of state

21 and local governments would then file a notice to terminate,

22 much more so than would have taken place in the absence of

23 that type of prospective =elimination.

24 The Chairman; i think there is another problem. Once

25 they opt out, generally the employees that are impacted tend
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1 to be low income employees. Los Angeles County, I guess, was

2 the latest example. We would hope we might address the

3 constitutional question. We even thought about tryina to

4 work that into t.he law in some way so we could take it to the

5 Supreme Court and find out.

6 But it is like other decisions here. They will not be

7 met with total acceptance by the people who are impacted.

8 Senator Moynihan; Mr. Chairman, =ould I speak just a

9 moment to that? I believe it to be the fact, and I would ask

10 Miss Weaver or Dr. Myers, that the decision to enter the

11 social security system by municipal employees, say, is a

12 decision in which the employeaes take part and typically they

13 vote.

14 But the decision to leave is a decision by one man or two

15 people. The Adminiistrator, the Maiyor, and Council make the

16 decision, isn' t that right?

17 Mr. M-yersz Yes, that is correct, Senator Moynihan.

18 Senator ~!oynihan; And if you believe social security is

19 a good thing', then you believe that to arbitrarily take it

20 away from the people who need it is not a good thing.

21 I doubt very much if you took a vote among the employees

22 of Los Angeles whether they wanted to lose that protection

23 that was done Just because it saved money in the budget.

24 Senator Long: Well, if we could 3gree that we would

25 leave them the privilege of opting out if they vote on it,
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1 that would seem to be all right with me. But to say that

2 when you took them in it was agreed that they could opt out

3 and then deny them that opportunity, that just dces not seem

4 right to me.

5 Now it may be that honor and conscience and the

6 Constitution and ?verything else has to fall before the fact

7 that the government needs money. I do not think we are that

8 hard up. It seems to me as though just-ice, righteousness,

9 conscience, truth should be a part of our way of doing

10 business, even if the government does need money. And I do

11 not know when we have to start taking the view that I'm.

12 sorry, but all that will have to go by the board because the

13 government needs money.

14 I cannot-see where we are in that bad a shape or that

15 hard up.

16 The Chairmanz Bob, do you have any comments on that --

17 not on the adjectives, but it sounds like you are making a

18 case for withholding to me.

19 Mr. Myers: The only thing -- certainly, as a minimum, if

20 the employees had to vote to =ome in, they ought to have to

21 vote to go out, but I think beyond that -- I am no

22 constitutional lawyer, of course, but I think there is the

23 point that since the state or local government waived its

24 constitutional right to stay out, it is a little different

25 situation to say now you have to stay in, to try to put
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1 somebody in who never did come in.

2 So I think what the National Commission did had a certain

3 lo-ic to it.

4 Senator Long; Well, the constitutional point is, and

5 this is the point that the Commission saw fit to raise now,

6 the constitutional point is that you have no right to tax a

7 state aovernment. That is the constitutional 'point, and I do

8 not see that they waived that by voluntarily Participating in

9 the program, especially iZE the basis upon which they did it

10 was that they had the right to terminate that relationship.

11 The Chairman: Ue had thought at one time in the

12 Commission -- maybe we did not think about it carefully

13 enough -- is to indicate that some Place down the road we

14 would bring in these employees to- give enough time to address

15 the constitutional question, but apparently they decided to

16 drop that. This may do it indirectly.

17 But I think w:? can focus on this --

18 Senator Armstrong; MIr. Chairman?

19 The Chairman. Yes.

20 Senator Armstrongz I share the reservation that Senator

21 Long has axpresse-I about the constitutional question, but

22 there iLs also a very practical questicn which I do not think

23 we focused on. As I understand it, there are -a large number

24 of state and local jurisdictions, or at least several, that

25 have asked to be relieved from this whose applications have
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1 been on file and in effect they have a Catzh-22 situation

2 where even though they complied in good faith with the prior

3 law long before this bill was even introduced, and yet we

4 will preempt them in the middle of their process of

5 withdrawal under either their constitutional right to do so

6 or under their former statutory right to do so.

7 So I will have an amendment tomorrow that will permit the

8 withdrawal of anybody whose application was on file prior to

9 January 15 of this year. That does not address the

10 constitutional question, which is separate, but at least that

11 would be some degree of fair play for the people who are

12 already in the pipeline.

13 The Chairman. I understand that amendment would be

14 offered, but the people are the ones we thought we were

15 concerned about -- those who would not have any choice. if

16 Los Angeles County decided to opt out, you do not have any

17 protection at all, and that is precisely what happened. it

18 was an economic problem for Los Angeles County, but it is a

19 human problem f-or the employees who are no longer protected.

20 Senator Long:- Let me ask Senator Armstrong, would you be

21 willing to modify your amendment to say that the employees

22 would have the right to vote on whether they would be opting

23 out ?

24 Senator Armstrong: I would want to reflect on that. if

25 the Senator wars to propose an :amendment which would delay
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1 the effective date in order to permit the constitutional

2 question to be tested, I would unquestionably suppo~rt that.

3 I am not sure about the implications of the votin-3

4 question. Out our way there are questions in our state

5 constitution of home rule, municipalities and that kind of

6 thing. I would want to think that question tjhrough, but I

7 would certainly consider it.

8 The Chairman: Well, there probably will be amendments to

9 that section tomorrow, but hopefully they will not be

10 adopted.

1 1 [Laughter]

12 Fs. Weaver; item 6 is the beginning of the section of

13 provisions described as equity provisions. Item 6 would

14 eliminate windfall benefits for those people who receive both

15 social security and another pension from non-government

16 employment, effective 1/1/84.

17 Senator Mit~hellz Excuse me. Are we on Item 6, Mr.

18 Chairman? Did we bypass 4~ and 5, or did we take them up and

19 -go back to 3?

20 Ms. Weaver: We went throuah them.

21 The Chairmanz No. We were just discussing U and 5. Did

22 you have a question on -those?

23 Senator Mitchellz ivy question related to 5. T do not

24 want to go out of order.

25 The Chairman. No, no. Go ahead.
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1 ~Senator vitchell: There has been an increase in, it

2 says, SSI payment standard obviously to offset the delay of

3 the COLA. Was that calculatei as a dollar-for-dollar swap,

4 and what is the financial effect upon an SSI recipient?

5 Ms. Weaver: The $20 increase in the payment?

6 The Chairman; It costs some money, but I think it is

7 more equitable.

8 .11s. Weaver; It more than offsets the delay.

9 Senator Mitchell: Could you perhaps take a moment and

10 explain?

11 Ms. Weaver: What the initial Commission proposal was and

12 what this does relative to that?

13 Senator Mit-=hell: Yes, if you can do that in a

14 relatively short time.

15 Ms. Weaver: The initial Commission proposal was to

16 increase the income disregard used for SSI purposes, but only

17 in the case of OASDI in~ome, so that rather than disregarding

18 the first $20 of income in determinina the S-SI benefit amount

19 and eligibility, you Disregard the first $50, but only if it

20 came from OASDI income.-

21 I believe it is fair to say that there was a

22 misunderstanding about the fact that the income disregard

23 unler SSI applies to all. income, not just OASDT. There were

24 several ways of remedying that. One would have been to

25 expand the new $50 disregard across the board. One would be
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1 to increase the payment standard for everybody, which is what

2 this provision and the Ways and Means Committee provision

3 would jo. The other would have been to lower the increase in

4 the income disregard and apply it to all income.

5 What is viewed by some people as the attractive feature

6 of an increase in the payment standard is that it p&rotects

7 all SS! recipients from a COLA delay, even those with no

8 other sources of income.

9 The Chairman; Particularly the lower income.

10 Senator Mit~h-zllz What is proposed is for everyone now

11 in SSI, an individual would get an increased benefit of f2O

12 and a couple wculd get an increased benefit payment of $30.

13 Ms. Weaver; Peginning in July.

14 Senator Mitchell: Beginning in July. Do you estimate or

15 -lo you know whether t1hat will offset precisely or more than

16 or less than the amount of loss caused by the COLA delay?

17 Ms. Weaver: That will more than offset.

18 Senator Moynihan;- May I speak to that point? I believe

19 the estimate of increased payments to SSI recipients under

20 the House provision, which we are adopting, is estimated for

21 fiscal 1984~ at $750 million. It was the intention of the

22 Commission to, as in more than one place in this package, to

23 raise bDenefits to people who were in the lowest levels --

24 widows and pecple such as that -- and 'SSI in particular.

25 Senator Mitchell: I understand that. The 17-cC million
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1 is the amount by which the SSI payments will increase. What

2 is the amount by which they will be adversely affected by

3 it?

4 Senator Moyniharn: That is the net amount.

5 Senator Mitchell: Oh, that answers my question.

6 Senator Bradley: Would the Senator yield? Isn't this

7 also correct, that if we had only done the disregard we would

8 not have helped all SSI recipients? We would have only

9 helped those who have dual tracks, meaning social security

10 plus SSI, and that eliminates one-third' of that SST

11 population.

12 Ms. Weaverz That is right.

13 Senator Noynihan: Mr. Chairman, may I correct? I made a

14 mistake in my response to Senator Mitchell. The net

15 additional is $620 million.

16 The Chairman; There is some added cost, but it seemed to

17 us that the Ways and Feans Committee dealt with it properly.

18 It was a =hange we should make.

19 Senator Mitchell; I agree, Mr. Chairman. I was not

20 raising questions in opposition but only to clarify.

21 Fs. Weaver: Item 6, again, was the proposal to eliminate

22 the windfall now occurring to people who retire under social

23 security and also have another government pension. T he

24 proposal would be to modify the social security benefit

25 formula applied to people dually entitled to social security
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1 and a non-government pension.

2 This is one ofL the recommendations of the National

3 Commission in the sense that they did not make a specific

4 recommendation but proposed two alternative methods that

5 might be used. This was one of them, and it was embodied in

6 S. 1, as introduced in the Senate, with the additional

7 guarantee to protect those people with low pensions from

8 non-covered employment. No more than one-third of the

9 benefit would be offset, rather than the proposal in the

10 House, which would offset up to one-half of the benefit.

11 The Chairman: Now as I understand it -- and Senator

12 Chafee raised a question on that -- it may be we are looking

13 at how we might do it to phase that in so that you do not

14 have an abrupt change in there.

15 Would you want to discuss that?

16 Senator Chafee: That is right, Mr. Chairman. The

17 feeling was it was very unfair to make changes in expected

18 receipts of social security that people had made plans on

19 receiving aLnd had altered their lives in anticipation of

20 receiving a set amount of money.

21 So to overcome that unfairness, the plan was to look into

22 how this might be phased in gradually so that people have

23 warning that there is some change taking place.

24 'is. Weaver. The proposal we were looking at was a simple

25 five-year phase-in, and my understanding from the actuaries
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I is that rather than saving F.5 -- f500 million it would save

2 $.2 but would have no long-range impact in terms of reducing

3 the savings.

4 Senator Moynihan; Carolyn, you said that the long-range

5 would still be .05?

6 Ms. Weaver: Right.

7 Senator Moynihan; And the short-range is a loss of p200

8 to $300 million?

9 Ms. Weaver: The savings would be 1.2o for a loss of $.3.

10 Senator Moynihan; I think the Senator has raised a very

11 fair point.

12 Ms. Weaverz Item 7 would --

13 Senator Durenberger: Mr. Chairman, before we move, would

14 you, Carolyn, explain for me where we are leaving some of the

15 non-profits? I am thinking about the hospitals that talked

16 to us, some of the hospitals that left the system, say, five

17 years ago and have the problems of calculating, say, 15 years

18 out for a retiree the portion of the pension 'that was earned

19 juring the five years.

20 In this proposal that is before us, what are we going to

21 do to try to simplify that whole calculation problem?

22 Ms. Weavert My understanding is that there was a

23 difficulty in the sense that we were going to require a

24 calculation of actually the value of the pension that came in

25 during periods of covered and non-covered employment. The
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1 Ways and Meaans Committee, as I understand the drafting of

2 their bill, would do it on the basis of what proportion of

3 time you spent in and out of covered employment, and that

4 would presumably-be something we could easily incorporate

5 into our language.

6 Senator Durenbergera I would hope we would support

7 that.

8 The Chairman; I think she was right behind you. She has

9 been working on that.

10 Senator Durenberger; On the same subject.

11 The Chairman; I think it is somewhat similar to the

12 question Senator Bentsen had.

13 ts. Weaver: Okay. Item 7. Items 7, 8, 9 and 10 are 11

14 designed to improve the equity of the system, in particularly

15 with regard to elderly women.

16 Item 7 would continue benefits upon remarriage for

17 certain survivors beginning January 1, 1984'. Presently, a

18 group of survivors, in particularly surviving divorced

19 spouses and widowed and disabled surviving divorced spouses,

20 lose benefit eligibility should they remarry after the time

21 they initially go on to the benefit rolls.

22 ThiLs would simply allow them to remarry and get whatever

23 benefit to which they are entitled the higher of. That is,

24 they would not become eligible for more than one pension, but

25 thay wo uld be able to continue drawing a pension should they
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1 remarry after the initial age of eligibility.

2 Item 8 wou1d =ontinue indexing ieferred survivor benefits

3 effective January 1, 1985. Presently there is a situation in

4 which if a man, for example, dies at an early age, his

5 earnings history is wage-indexed up until two years before

6 the time of his death and should his widow not become

7 eligible for benefits for many years into the future, she has

8 lost the advantage of wage indexing that earnings history in

9 intervening years. We would be currently price indexing.

10 This would simply allow for continuing to wage index his

11 earnings history up until the time prior to her eligibility

12 for benefits as a widow, for example. The effective date of

13 that would be January 1, 1985. We understand from the

14 Administration there might have been difficulties trying to

15 get this implemented any quicker than that.

16 Item 9 would allow for independent eligibility of

1 7divorced spouses as of January 1, 1985. Presently, a

18 divorced spouse is not eligible to actually draw her

19 benefits -- his or her benefits -- until the worker himself

20 retires. 3o if a man, for example, divorces -from his wife

21 and chooses to continue to work beyond 65, it would not be

22 until the time he stopped working and began drawing benefits

23 that she would be eligible to draw as a retired spouse's

24 wife. This would simply give her independent eliaibility at

25 age 62.
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1 Item 10 would increase benefits for disabled widowers.

2 Presently widows and widowers are eligible for benefits at

3- age 60. If they are disabled, they are eligible fC~or benefits

4 at age 50 and at an actuarily reduced rate. Presently, that

5 is 50 percent of the full benefit they are eligible for. I-=

6 they were a regular widow eligible at age 60, they would be

7 earning 71-1/2 percent of the full benefit should they retire

8 at the actual age.

9 This would simply increase benefits for those people

10 between 50 and 60, disabled widows and widowers, up to the

11 amount of benefits that would have been payable at age 60, up

12 to 71-1/2 percent of the worker's benefit. That again would

13 be effective on January 1, 1984j.

14 Item 11 would increase the delayed retirement credit from

15 three per~mnt to eight percent a year between the years 1990

16 and 2010. Presently, for workers who choose to continue

17 working beyond 65 and prior to the time they turn 72, they

18 receive an increase of three percent a year in their

19 benefitALs. That we have understood for many years has not

20 been actuarily fair.

21 They have had a disincentive for continuing to work.

22 This was judged to be the actuarily fair delayed retirement

23 credit.

24 Senator Chafee; Fow would that work, Carolyn? It gets

25 phased i1n, but you have got a 20-year Periol for -five points
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1 there.

2 Mls. Weaver. I believe it is a quarter of a percent per

3 year.

4 Senator Chafee: Okay, thank you.

5 !s. Weavert Item 12 pertains to including half of social

6 security benefits in adjusted gross income for purposes of

7 taxation. Under the proposal that is described here, this is

8 the one included in the Ways and g!eans Committee bill, it has

9 a threshold of $25,000 for an individual, $32,000 for a

10 couple, and the way it would operate is you would take the

11 iniividual's adjusted gross income, add half of social

12 security benefits to that amount, tax half the excess or, iff

13 it is a small amount, half of the social security benefits.

14 It is a very gradual way of phasing in taxation, and the

15 thresholds here have been chosen so that the adjusted gross

16 income prior to including social security would be T20,000

17 and f25,000, as recommended by the National Commission.

18 Senator Bradley; So when does a person start to have his

19 social security benefits taxed? It would be at $20,000?

20 Ms. 'Weaver; An individual, yes.

21 Senator Bradley: Let's say the social security benefits

22 are T10,000. What is his taxable income?

23 The Chairman. We will get the tax expert~s in here. Why

24 don 't you -ask the question again?

25 Senator Bradley: Sure. If the provision in the mark
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1 that we have before us has individuals above $25,000 who then

2 have their social security benefits taxed, if you have an

3 income of $20,000 and social security benefits of $10,000,

4 what is your taxable income -- $30,000?

5 M~r. Weiss,; The way the provision would work is that you

6 would take your other adjusted gross income besides social

7 security, add to it half your benefits -- whic~h in your

8 example would be $5,000 -- and subtract off the base amount.

9 And if a person is single, that would be $25,000.

10 Therefore, the excess in that case would be zero and

11 there would be no social security benefits included in that

12 person's income.

13 Senator Bradley: if it was $1 more?

14 mr. Weiss; If there was $1 of excess, then half of that

15 excess, or 50 cents, would be.

16 Senator Bradley: So you h'ave a dramatic notch here.

1-7 !Mr. Svahn. T.

18 M~r. Weiss: No, because for each dollar of excess only 50'

19 cents of benefits is included in tax. So if, for example,

20 there is $20,001 of other income, plus $10,000 of benefits.

21 this formula woull mean the 150 cents of benefits would be

22 taxed. So as other income rises, then the proportion of

23 benefits that gets subject to tax gradually increases until

24 finally half of bene-f~its are --

25 Senator Bradley; What if your income is $19,500 and then
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1 you had $10,000 oE social security?

2 M!r. Weissz Then there would be no taxation of benefits

3 in that case.

4 Senator Bradley: So as soon as you get above that notch,

5 $20,000, you have a very abrupt --

6 M¶r. Weiss:- No, it is not very abrupt because it starts

7 out very gradually. You know, only 50 cents of benefits is

8 taxed for somebody whose income is $20,001, and then at

9 $20,002 only $1 of social security benefits is taxed, so that

10 it rises gradually as the other income of the person --

11 Senator Bradley: Okay. So the base really is $20,000.

12 You start from $20,000. You do not start from 116,000.

13 Nr. Weiss.- That is correct.

14 Senator Bradley: Okay. Then I would raise for this

15 Committee's consideration at the appropriate time an

16 amendment that will be deal with the taxing of benefits,

17 which I think does present some problems for us, and at the

18 appropriate time I will offer it.

19 Senator Armstrong:- Could you tell us the nature of that

20 ame~ndment? Would it be to strike this provision?

21 Senator Bradley: No. I would probably offer an

22 amendment that would defer the taxing of one-half of benefits

23 until after the social security recipient had received all

24 that he or she hai contributed, plus interest, and do that on

25 an average basis as opposed to a recipient basis, which
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1 amounts to about 2-1/2 or three years.

2 Senator Armstrong: Mr. Chairran, I want to sound a note

3 of caution about this whole idea because we have had spirited

4 arguments over the last couple of years over various

5 proposals to restrain the growth of future benfits. Some

6 have thought that benefit increases should be rpstained in

7 one way or another. Others have argued they should not be

8 restrained at all.

9 But the one thina that we have said we would never do is

10 cut the existing benefit levels for existing beneficiaries,

11 and yet that is exactly what this does. This is exactly the

12 proposal which the Senate voted last year 96-to-not-hing that

13 we would never do, in fact which I guess we voted on several

14 times. The House of Representatives did the same thing.

15 Now this is a benefit cut to people who are already on

16 the rolls. Conceptually, Just as an intellectual

17 abstraction, i think a very good case can be made for taxing

18 one-half the benefits, but to !.o it in the way it is

19 suggested here -- that is, after 50 years of saying we are

20 not going to tax benefits, after having made that statement

21 and having affirmed it and reaffirmed it on many occasions

22 and having encouraged peonle to organize their 'Lives and

23 their retirement plans based on the assumption that we were

24 not going to do that and we have -- that has not just been a

25 passive mnatter.
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1 The notion that we would not tax benefits has been one of

2 the main pillars of the whole social security concept for

3 half a century. We now come along and say, but, effective

4 January 1 of next year, nine months from now, we are going to

5 tax these benefits seems wrong to me. At the very least, it

6 ought to ba delayed or phased in. I am not at all sure it is

7 a good idea in any case, for reasons which I will mention in

8 more detail tomorrow.

9 But I just wanted to sound that note of caution. I also

10 wanted to point out this.- There is some concept here that we

11 are only talking about the upper income people. I just want

12 to point out to you that in its present form this threshold

13 is not indexed". Everybody's benefits are going to be taxed

14 in a very few years if inflation is even at the modest rates

15 that are now forecast..

16 If we are talkina about inflation rates of even three or

17 four percent a year, which would be, I think, a pretty

18 optimistic forecast for the next decade, everybody is going

19 to be in that boat in a very few years. Now, of course, if

20 we have inflation rates in the next ten years and five years

21 like we have seen in the last five or ten years, then that

22 moment will come much more quickly.

23 So I Just think both for practical reasons and equitable

24 reasons that we ought to take another look at this tomorrow

25 and i will have an amendment that will do so. I would like
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1 to get together with Senator Rradley and see if we can join

2 forces on this. I think his concerns are similar to mine, if

3 we could do something together on that, Bill.

4 Senator Miitchell: May I ask a question following up on

5 that? Senator Armstrong is commenting or. the lack of

6 indexing, suggesting that this would apply to more than just

7 those in the minority at the upper end of the income scale.

8 Would you please tell us in both absolute numbers and

9 percentages It-hose beneficiaries whose benefits will be

10 subject to tax when this takes effect-?

11 Mr. Belas; Senator, on the percentage level, what we are

12 looking for, the absolute level, about seven percent of

13 recipients would have any portion of their income taxable.

14 Senator Mitchell; So 93 percent of those persons now

15 receiving social security benefits have incomes below the

16 level subjected to taxation or which would be subject to

17 taxation? Only seven percent would have their benefits

18 taxed?

19 Senator Armstrong: Could we, when we =ome tomorrow and

20 have this issue before us, could you also bring us, based

21 upon an assumption of, say, a five percent inflation rate and

22 a ten percent inflation rate, computing the change in

23 benefits that would occur and the assumptions about income

24 that would occur -- what those same proportions would be,

25 say , by the end of the decade?
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1 I think what ycu will find, Senator Mitchell, is t-hat

2 under either of those projections, certainly under a ten

3 percent projection, which would'be something like we have

4 seen in the last de-cade, but even under a more modest

5 projection of future inflation, everybody's benefits are

6 going to get taxed and, in fact, that is the agenda which

7 underlies this amendment. Yake no mistake about it. That is

8 exactly what is intended by the advocates of this amendment.

9 Senator Mitchell: That may be true, Senator, but it is

10 zuite clear that as of flow at least- this is reaching only a

11 very small proportion of the total that can truly be

12 categorized as those at the upper end. Everything in life is

13 relative, but seven out of 100 is the upper end.

14 Senator Armstrong: Absolutely right.

15 Senator Baucus: Will the Senator yield? Pill, I wonder

16 if you could in some way give us some indication of the kind

17 of amendment you are thinking of .

18 Senator Armstrona; Yes, Senator. I hope before noon,

19 but certainly before 2:00, there will be in your office a

20 write-up that will explain each of about a dozen amendments

21 which I expect to offer. They will be completely priced and

22 spelled out with precision. They are just coming out of the

23 typewriter now and I have signed off: on them and you will

24 have them shortly.

25 Senator Grassleyz Mr. Chairman?
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1 The Chairman: Senator G7rassley and then Senator Soren.

2 Senator Grassleyz On this whole issue, I have been

3 impressed in the past with the arguments just put forth by

4 the Senator from 'Colorado and I voted accordingly both as a

5 member of the House and as a member of the Senate, but i

6 think I have also been impressed and probably surprised in

7 the last 12 months or longer that we have been dealing with

8 this issue on the number of people in meetings that I have

9 had in mny state who obviously are in these upper income

10 groups, probably seeing themselves getting a ten percent

11increasez of $600 or- $700 i n soc-ial ecrityechyar-h

12 haetole thirat: youenaow, ercouleyadforeno thnatCoLA asran.

15 securtyrproblem.Even thoug thise issaueryI indiec waye o

16 dingese itththrougwih the taxngufmbnefts, justhn that fotheb

17 mextent tof whec people whoa havmembro the Senaenabeenbu win

18t6 o hs think I have changeiprsed myn ie onbal ituandilooking

19 at itsdif2ronths tha ionge theast ws onve bean ofdealping wto

20tsolvesthe pobltem. me fpopei etng htIhv

21ha Senator satewho Wevoull, asrte inenator knows, itnism a

22 indrects roay of restaning the growsgthiof b enet atrc th

123 upper tlevmel tyo kelngois why notldfodrecotywhat weLA area

24 seekingto drobthat isn retrai thesi fuuegrowt ofiec ayo

25 beinefitsa thesegupper levelsoratherfthan taxhthe benefits

17 extet to whchpeope who avDeRN RhePOTN COManY. INC.ee wl

18 to do this, I thi00 VIRI have. SW..nASHdGTON viC. on2 (202 554-2345 in

16 doing it, through the taxing of benefits, I think that the

17 extent to which people who have the means have been willina

18 to do this, I think I have chanced my view on it and looking

19 at it differently than in the past as one way of helping to

20 solve the problem.

21 Senator Armstrongz Well, as the Senator knows, it is an

22 indirect way of restraining the growth of benefits at the

23 upper level. My feeling is why not do directly what we are

24 seeking to do, that is, restrain the future growth of

25 benefits at these upper levels, rather than tax the benefits
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1 for people who ire already retired.

2 You know, ifl you are 75 or 80 years old and you have

3arranged your life based on one set ox assumptions and, as

4 Senator Mitchell says, it is only maybe seven percen~t and it

5 might only be 25 or 30 percent three or four years from now,

6 but still fair is -fair. And if you tell1 somebody something

7 and they get their life organized that way, it is pretty hard

8 if you are 75 or 80 years old to go out and get a part-time

9 job and start mnaking other arrangements.

10 But there will be an amendment available to us -tomorrow

11 to put bend points in the cost-of-living adjustment to do

12 directly in the future tense rather than the past tense

13 exactly what- the Senator from Iowa is saying, and I think he

14 is right.

15 Senator Grassley; I would make more sweeping7 changes

16 than are suggestei by the Commission in the COLAs anyway, and

17 even reform the CPI to accomplish those goals. And I am

18 willing to lock at anything else, but short of that, you

19 know, I think the Commission has tackled something here that

20 two years ago would have been very unpopular, and tcday I see

21 it as beinz riaht in the mainstream of thinking on the reform

22 of social security.

23 The Chairman.: Senator Boren.

24 Senator Boren; Mr. Chairman, I wonder if the way the tax

25 proposal is written now, is it neutral in terms of any kind
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1 of marriage penalty which is exacted? This is a question

2 that has been raised t1.o me, that the exemotion for a married

3 couple from the tax wiould be lower than it would be for two

4 single p:ersons. How does that work now in terms of t-his

5 proposal?

6 Mr. Weiss; There is some marriage penalty, given the

7 relationship of the twc thresholds. Essentially, this

8 relationship is consistent with other provisions in the Code

9 generally where, for example, in the standard deduction of

10 the rate scheiules married people lo not get double the

11 benefit of a single person but, rather, somewhere less than

12 double.

13 So yes, there is some marriage penalty potentially where

14 the income of the two people is roughly equally divided.

15 Senator Borenz- Well, this is a question that has been

16 raised to me. I had several open forums on social security

1 7 in our state. it was brought up and strong opposition, was

18 voiced to it in each meeting that they felt we should make an

19 adjustment so that it is neutral.

20 It was not in objection to the tax. Like Senator

21 Grassley, I found surprisingly strong support and willingness

22 for those in the upper income brackets to make some

23 sacrifices, but there was objection to the idea that sinale

24 persons would be favored over married couples in terms of the

25 amount of income that would be exempt.
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1 I think this is something we should look at, Mir.

2 Chairman. I realize there may be problems in other parts of

3 the Code, but I do not see that as any justification for

4 further compounding the discrimination against married

5 couples, and I think people in this age group have very

6 strong feelings about that.

7 The Chairman; I will have M~r. Belas and Mr. Weiss take a

8 look at that.

9 Mr. Belas: Mr. Chairman, something that should be

10 pointed out is that this proposal is consistent with the way

11 we tax unemployment compensation.

12 The Chairman; I understand that, but that may not be

13 right either. That is not a requirement.

14 Senator Borenz If we could perhaps keep it so we would

15 have no revenue change but see how this proposal might be

16 drawn to make it neutral as far as marriage is concerned and

17 still produce the same amount of revenue, I think it would be

18 interesting for the Committee to have a chance to look at

19 that as an option.

20 The Chairman: Senator Prycr?

21 Senator Pryorz Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

22 While we are on taxation of benefits, I have a question

23 f or Mr. Evahn, and that question is: Is the Social Security

24 Administration today capable of telling a citizen what sort

25 of benefits they hiave been paid, social security benefits,
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1 during the prior year?

2 Mr. Svahnz No, we are not, Senator.

3 Senator Pryor: You do not have that capability?

4 M'r. Sv-ahn. No, we do not.

5 Senator Pryor: Well, how are we going to know what the

6 benefits are to tax?

7 Mr. Svahn; Well, that is one of the problems that we

8 have identified in administering the taxation proposal.

9 Initially, it would be the intent that we would rely on the

10 principle that we rely on in almost all payment of income

11 taxes, and that is the declaration of the taxpayer as -to how

12 much income they had during the year.

13 Initially, for the first year we have planned on an

14 information campaign to notify people that they should keep a

15 record of the checks that are sent to them by social

16 security, to keep a record of their benefit, because they

17 will have to use it in computing their income tax. By 1985

18 we anticipate that we will be able to send a statement of

19 benefits to ea=ch individual.

20 Senatcr Pryor.- I do not think I am hearing this right.

21 Let me rephrase it. With all the comouters that you have in

22 Baltimore and Washington and all over the country, you cannot

23 tell - t-axpayer today what he was paid in social security

24 benefits last -;ear?

25 '.1r. Svahn: That is correct.
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1 Senator Baucus; May I ask why?

2 Mir. Svahn; You got me. They never have kept records on

3 an annual basis as to how much as person has teen paid.

4 Senator nioyni~ian : Mr. Svahn, are you saying that the

5 Social Security Administration does not know what monthly

6 checks it sends out to people?

7 Hr. Svahnz I am sorry, Senator?

8 Senator Moynihan: The Social Security system could not

9 retrieve the amount of the monthly check it sends out or take

10 rote of it? I¶r. Myers?

11 Mr. Svahn; That is correct. We could --

12 Senator Koynihan; What is correct? How do they

13 calculate the check in the first place?

14 Mr. Svahn: We make up new tapes every month. I do not

15 think that the Senator nor the Committee should find that as

16 too great a surprise. We have discussed social security's

17 data processing problems here on a number of occasions. We

18 make up a separate tape each month for benefits to be paid in

19 that month. "e have the current month's tape, the prior

20 month's tape, and the second prior month's tape on -file at

21 all times in three different locations.

22 But we do not have the capability at the present time to

23 be able to notify or to pull back benefits that have been

24 paid to an individual beneficiary over a 12-morth per-iod.

25 The Chairman.; Will you have that capability?
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1 Mr. Svahn; Yes, by 1985 ye anticipate-being able to do

2 that.

3 Senator Pryor; When does this go into effect -- the

4 taxation of benefits?

5 Mr. Svahn: The first year if 11984i.

6 Senator Pryor:- How are we goi~ng to know what to tax?

7 Mr. Svphn.- As I indicated, Senator, we gfill rely on the

8 same principle that we rely on for all taxpayers in the

9 United States, and that is that they declare the-ir income,

10 they would I1ezlare their benefits also.

11 Senator Boren: Well, there is a plan under w~ay to make

12 this information -available?

13 wr. Svahn:. Yes, there is, Senator.

14 Senaitor Boren.- You are systematically preparing t-o go

15 about that in terms of upgrading of the data processing?

16 Mr. Svahnz Yes, we are, Senator.

17 The Cha-irmanz When you get yours worked out, will you

18 Call your local b-anker and tell him how to do it?

19 fLaugh te r]

20 Senator Danforthz 111r. Chairman, I take it that the large

21 underlying principle in this issue is whether or not social

22 security benefits are going to be means tested now, and that

23 the answer to that question is, if we adopt provision 12,

24 yes. V~r. Myers, is that a fair statement of a philosophical

25 question?
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1 Mr. Myers; Could you repeat that again, please?

2 Senator Dan-forthz This whole question of taxina social

3 security benefits is really an issue of means testing of

4 social security benefits. It is the same issue.

5 Mr. Myers: I think you can look 2t that in different

6 ways. The manner in which the proposal would tax social

7 security benefits is much more liberal than the way other

8 pensions are taxed, so I would not look at is as being a

9 means test but -rather as part of a sort of general tax

10 policy -- that all income, including pensions and other

11 benefits -- shouli be subject, t',o some 'taxation.

12 The Chairman: Is there anything in the law now that says

13 social security benefits should not be taxed?

14 Mr. Myers: There is nothing in the law. This was done

15 by TIRS regulations and interpretations early in the days of

16 the program in the early 19L40s.

17 Senator Moynihanz I wonder if I could speak to Senator

18 Danforth in just an exchange here. I wonder if Dr. Myers

19 would tell me i f T have made some eggregicus error.

20 It is the normal tax practice in the Internal Revenue

21 Cod~e that one-half of pension benefits are taxable, that half

22 which the individual receives that the employer paid, where

23 an individual pays taxes on the portion he paid. So the

24 one-half is in the statute.

25 Now we are appl~ying approximately the existing income tax
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1 treatment to beneficiaries under social security to a group

2 of: People with hi;h incomes, and they are going to be 'treated

3 like everybody else and the larger croup is not going to be

4 taxed. But there is in social security, there has always

5 been, there is today, a deliberate intention to provide

6 relatively more benefits to low income persons than to high

7 income persons, and in that sense we are following that

8 practice.

9 Senator Danforth: Well, that is, I think, precisely the

10 point. I view this as a clear recognition of the principle

11 of means testing. That is to say that from the standpoint of

12 the high income recipient of social security benefits it does

13 not make much difference whether if he receives the same

14 check, then he has to pay part of it back, or, in contrast,

15 whether the amount of the check is reduced.

16 But this is not a new principle. That is, as Senator

1 7 Moynihan has Pointed out, there is now in social security

18 benefits, as I understand it, a welfare component or there is

19 a difference in the ratio of the return of social security

20 benefits to what you paid in depending on what your inccme

21 is. Is that so?

22 Mr. Myers: Yes, that. is :orrect. In fact, if I might

23 say to Senator v¶oynihan, the case is even stronger than you

24 made it, because private pensions really consist of three

25 elements -- the part- the employee pays in, the part tL-he
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1 emplcyer pays in, and then interest on both of those parts.

2 And what is taxed are the latter two, both what the employer

3 paid plus the interest on both of them.

4 So that actually in a joint contributory plan where the

5 employer and employee pay equally, the employee's own

6 contributions in the end only buy perhaps 20 to 25 percent of

7 the total benefit because interest itself on these

8 accumulated ccntributions provides LLO or 50 percent.

9 Senator 1!loynihan: Then I would say to Senator Danforth

10 that I think we are in complete agreement. The principle to

11 which he referred is incorporated in what we call the bend

12 points -- 90 percent. 321 percent, and 15 percent. That is

13 the manner in which the wellfare principle takes place.

14 Senator Danforth: Well, T am not going to say anything

15 more other than I think that this whole issue is going to

16 have to receive,: more attention on the part of the Congress in

17 the future, not simply with respect to social security but

18 with r-=spe~t to the various entitlement programs. We are

19 really spend-Ing an increasing proportion of our budget on

20 transfer payments to people who are not poor at all -- the

21 mniidle income people.

22 The question is, to what extent can we continue to do

23 that? Pow much of our budget-cutting has to come in programs

24 that really are for the poor, and that is what we did,

25 basically, in 1981, in 1982. 3ut i think that the principle
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1 embodied in Item 12 is correct, ani it is particularly

2 correct when we are having a difficult time in the government

3 coming up with mcney for anything.

The Chairman: This is another matter that, of course,

5was discussed at great leng-th hundreds of times in the

6 Commission's deliberations. We considered the suggestion of

7 Senator Bradley, as I recall, and decided not to accept tha~t,

8 but we decided we would take another look at that, in

9 addition to the question ra~ised by Senator Boren on the

10 so-called marriage penalty.

11 This was, IL think, first designated as a benefit

12 recapture provision rather than a tax, sort of like revenue

13 enhancement, but it does means test to a certain degree, and

14 there is some effort beina made, as I understand it, on the

15 House side to means test a lot of the entitlement programs.

16 I have also learned that in the House itself there will

17 only be two amendments in order -- one on increasing

18 retirement age. 'The other is the tax amendment, which would

19 raise the same revenue, I guess, and then final passage. So

20 they are no)w in tfle process of debate and should finish it

21 today.

22 '"hat I would 'Like to do between now and 121:30 is to go

23 through the other iteims on. the spread sheet so we do not have

24 to come back this afternoon, unless someone wants to come

25 back.
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1 Why don't you go on to Number 13?

2 Mr. Belasz The next item is the acceleration of the

3 increase in FICA taxes combined with the 198k employee FICA

4 tax credit.

5 As you are aware, the OASDI tax rate is currently

6 scheduled to increase in 1985 and again in 1990. The

7 proposal would accelerate the 1985 increase to 1984 and

8 accelerate part of the 1990 increase to 1988. In ad'dition,

9 the proposal would provide an employee tax credit of three

10 percent of taxable wages to offset tha 1984~ increase. That

11 will only be a one-year credit and would bde refundable.

12 The pr:oposal wouli also Conform the railroad retirement

13 tax, Tier 1 tax, to the increase in the OASDI and the only

14 difference between this and the Ways and Means version would

15 be to break out the credit from the tax increase so that they

16 would be separately stated.

17 item 114 deals with self-employment taxes and the

18 deduction for 50 percent in self-employment tax provided in

19 the Commission's recommendation. T.he item would provide that

20 the OASDI and HI taxes for self-employed persons would be

21 equalized to the combined employee-employer tax rates and, in

22 addition, would provide for a credit against self-employment

23 taxes ofL 2.5 percent of self-employment income in 19814, 2.2

24 percent in 1985 through 1988, and 2.3 percent thereafter.

25 That is .2 percent above what the - I am sorry,,.1
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1 percent above what the Ways and Mveans Committee adopted, and

2 that will increase the revenue loss from general revenues by

3 12. billion over the decade.

4 Senator Danforth; Mr. Chairman, AT wonder if we could

5 have a presentation on the tax increases that are goina to be

6 incurrei by self-employed people under this proposal, as

7 contrasted with what is going to happen to people who are not

8 self-employed and as contrasted with what the situation is in

9 the House bill.

10 The Chairman: Plus, I think it should also -- as

11 recall the Commissi-on discussion of this, I think the

12 self-employed had a somewhat favored Position going into the

13 discussions that ought to be reflected too.

14 Mr. Belas; Mr. Chairman, I would like to point out that

15 you have in front of you a revised page, page four, for Item

16 14 which, since I garbled both the Percentages and the years,

17 states it correctly.

18 Senator ~!itchell: Nay I ask a question on it?

19 Senator Danforthz May I have my question answered first?

20 Senator Mitchell: I'm sorry, Senator.

21 !.r. Weiss: Senator, one way to look at the effect of the

22 increase in self-employment tax is to take an example of

23 somebody whose self-employment incomie is T18,000 a year. And

24 if you look at the change in the way by which the

25 self-employment tax rates are set and isolate that port-ion of
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1 the increase, under the House bill this individual would have

2 an increase in self-employment tax of $369 for 198L4.

3 Under the proposal, with an extra .4 percent cr~?dit, the

4 increase would be $297.

5 Senator Danforth; Now that does not include the

6 Medicare?

7 Mr. Weiss: NIo. That includes the Yedicare.

8 Senator Danforth: It does. That is the whole increase.,

9 then? The House bill is $369?

10 Mr. Weiss; Yes. Plus there is an additional 154~ which

11 results from the fact that the 1985 rate, which had already

12 been in present law, was put into 198LL.

13 Senator Danforth: So that would be the same for

14 everybody, the $54~?

15 Mr. Weiss; Right.

16 Senator Danforth: So that the difference between a

17 person who is employed by somebody else and somebody who is

18 self-employed is the person who is employed by somebody else

19 is going to have a f5L4 increase next year, and the person who

20 is self-employed is going to have an increase of $4~23 in the

21 House bill. Is that right?

22 Mr. Weiss; Yes.

23 Senator Danforth: And $351 in what we are doing?

24 M1r. Weissz That is correct.

25 Senator Danforth; Isn~t that a little bit -- maybe the
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1 -figures are just locked in. it would seem a little steep for

2 somebody who is making $ia,0oo a year to have a *$351 tax

3 increase.

4 M!r. Weiss; We have also some data on the average

5 increase as opposed to hypotheticals, and under the House

6 bill -the average increase is $208.

7 Senator Danforth., That is over and above the $54~?

8 Mr. Weiss,: Yes, over and above the FLi* The average for

9 all people who pay self-employment tax would be 1208 and

'10 under the proposal with the extra *14 percent credit would be

11 $168 for 1984~.

12 Senator Danfortbz Well, what lowers the average compared

13 to the $18,000? is it people who make over $18,000 or people

14 who make under?

15 M'r. Weiss; The average taxable self-employment earnings

16 of all those who pay the self-employment tax is on the ord!er

17 of $11,000, and that is why the average is lower in this

18 case, this hypothetical.

19 Senator Danforthz So a person who would make $11,000

20 would have a~bout a $262 increase, including the $54i in the

21 House bill?

22 M!r. Weiss; it would be a little less than that because

23 the $54~ would be about $30, so it would be fp208 plus about

24 $30, roughly $24~0, in the House bill.

25 Senator Danforth: About $240 in the House bill, and what
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1 would that be in our bill for an $11,000 person?

2 yr. Weiss2 It would be about 1210 or T200 roughly.

3 Senator Danforth: About $200 in our bill for a

4 self-employed person.

5 Mr. Weiss; Now this is given the average self-employment

6 income. The average total income of these returns is

7 somewhat higher than just the taxable self-employment

8 earnings because that has already been reduced to take care

9 of --

10 Senator Danforth: May I ask you this. Is the income of

11 people who are self-employed, or do you know whether the

12 income of people who are self-employei is generally below or

13 above those who are not self-employed?

14 Mr. Weiss.- I think I would have to take a few minutes

15 and look that up.

16 Senator 4oynihanz Below.

17 Senator Danforth; Hy guess is -- 3enator M!oynihan says

18 below. Ny guess is -it is below, too.

19 Mr. Weiss; Yes, I would think so.

20 Senator Danforth; I mean, somebody who owns his own taxi

21 and drives people around, or somebody who has a one-man band

22 is a self-employed person, ani maybe we are just stuck with

23 this, and I do not want to undo the package either, but this

24 is really an area whe-re this one group of people who are not

25 too well off is being socked. Nobody else is being hit as
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1 hard in this bill as the self-employed. Is that correct?

2 Mr. Weiss; If you look at the tax increases, the social

3 security tax increases, the increase in the SECA tax, the

4 self-employment tax, is higher than the increase in payroll

5 taxes.

6 Mr. Belas; Of course, the --

7 The Chairman: On the other side, we are looking at the

8 cost, but I think we are trying to correct what- was a favored

9 position in social security, too, for self-employed. Is that

10 correct?

11 Nr. Belas: That is correct. There is one thing you

12 should note, though. Tn 1984~ the refundable credit for

13 employees will completely offset their increase for that one

14 year -- 198L4 -- and for that same reason the proposal

15 increases the amount of credit for self-employed in 1984~ and

16 then goes down by three-tenths of one percent in 1985.

17 It was an attempt to equalize that.

18 Mr. Weiss: Another point which I guess Senator Dole

19 referred to is that the self-employed start out from a

20 position where they are paying less into the trust fund than

21 a comparable employee, and one of the things that this

22 proposal moves toward -- it does not even fully get there --

23 is more nearly equal tax burden between self-employed and an

24 employee who has the same income.

25 Senator Danforth: Well, I understand that if he is
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1 somebody who is 140 Years old who wants to look down. the road

2 25 years and say well, I am getting greater benefits compared

3 to the total pay-in right now, but my concern is that as far

4 as somebody is concerned right now, in a recession, who is

5 not making very much income and is faced by a very, very

6 substantial increase in a tax whether we maybe should not do

7 something miore on the credit side than we are doing.

8 The Chairman: If I might, I think we have added about 12

9 billion on the credit side or more.

10 Mr . We i ss: -2.41.

1 1 The Chairm~an.- We added that. much. Again, it is a

12 question of where are you going to find. something to offset

13 that.

14 Senator Grassley: Is the 2.14 for this decade?

15 Mr. Belas: That is through 1989, that is correct.

16 Senator Grassley: Okay. And if we were to increase that

17 to 3 percent, what more would that cost?

18 Mr. Felasz It would cost another $3 billion.

19 Senator Grassley: So instead of being 2.14 for the

20 remainder of this decade, it would. be f5.4 million. The ~3

21 billion is a six or seven-year period of time of cost.

22 Mr. Felas; That is correct. It is 1600 million for a

23 tenth of a percent increase, so it would be 600 times 5, or

24 S3 billion adiitional.

25 Senator Grassleyz But that is spread out over the
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decade?

M¶r. Belas; That is correct.

Senator grissley; What was the decision, Mr. Chairman,

on the 2.LU as opposed to 2.5 or 3? Was there any rationale

behind the 2.4~?

The Chairman: Well, we tried to do as much as we could.

We were trying to react to some of the concerns expressed by

self-employed, and we thought obviously they would like some

total elimination ofL any added cost. But it is like

everything else in this package. I mean, everyone is going

to pay a little more and the benefits, you know, in some

cases are going to be taxed, and others who have had a

favored position the self-employed have had, they have gotten

larger benefits than others who paid in more.

You know, we 3re trying to bring some equity into the

system.

Senator Danforth. Well , could

the credits be -- the purpose of a

reduction is to try to weight what

tax siue for those who are in the 1

Couldn't that be further weighted?

you have a larger credit for people

than 120,000 and then phase out the

Should the credit be the same?

Percentage of income, correct?

i ask a question? Could

credit rather than a

we are doing on the income

ower income scale.

That is to say, couldn't

who are making, say, less

credit?

The credit is a
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1 Er. Belas: That is correct.

2 Senator Danforth: M!aybe we could have a fixed amount of

3 credit, a dollar sum, that would be applicable to everybody,

4 which would not have so much of a revenue effvect. But I do

5 not understand why, say, a self-employed doctor or 'Lawyer

6 with a quarter of a million dollars of income should have the

7 same percentage amount of somebody who has got a leaf-raking

8 service for $11,0OO a year.

9 M~r. Belas; The argument would be, Senator, that a high

10 income self-employed person could reduce his tax rate just by

11 incorporating, and the question is how much of a differential

12 between the self-employed and the incorporated doctor, for

13 instance, do you want to have there, and how much

14 encouragement, incentive, to have him incorporate are you

15 willing to bear.

16 Senator Danforth: Well, I do not know about the

17 incentive for incorporation, but I think the immediate

18 problem is the dollar effect on people -who do not have very

19 much income.

20 The Chairmnan: Well, you know, this will come up again

21 tomorrow. We would like to just raise that there appears to

22 be some concern in this area. If we can address it without

23 breaking the bank, we will address it. if we are going to

24 break the bank, we cannot address it.

25 Senator M!itchell-: M~r. Chairman, could I ask a follow-up
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1 question on that same area?

2 What is the rationale for reducing the credit by .3 of

3 one percentage point for a period of time and then increasing

4 it by one-tenth?

5 Mr. Belas; The rationale for having the larger credit in

6 1984 was to make it comparable to the employee c-redit. There

7 was a .3 percent -credit, as you recall, under the employee

8 FICA. The thought was of the Ways and M~eans Committee, which

9 we have followed in this proposal, to give -that same .3 and

10 then add a permanent credit on top of that of .2 percent.

11 After 1987 it increases because of the increase in the SECA

12 rate at that time.

13 Senator ~!itchellz I see. Well, T just want to say that

14 I share Senator Danforth's concern. I think he has raised a

15 very good point, particularly with respect to the

16 modification of the credits as income levels change. I think

17 the experience has been that until last year the motivating

18 factor for incorporation had more to do with private pension

19 plans than they did with the level of this tax or credit.

20 That really was the driving force for lawyers and doctors

21 specif ically .I do not know what the situation is now.

22 1 do not think that shculd deter us from making what

23 Senator Danfocth suggests, which wouli be a very equitable

24 change, if that- can be done, Mr. Chairman, without disrupting

25 the entire package.
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1 The Chairman; We will have the staff join committee

2 staff and our staff and anyone else who wants to participate

3 to take a look at it this afternoon. That is what we hope --

4 to raise the questions, take a look at them this afternoon,

5 come in tomorrow morning with a package, vote on the package

6 or somehow work that out so we can take a look at everyone's

7 amendments before they are rejected - mean, before they

8 are voted on.

9 (Laughter]

10 Senator Chafee;- Mr. Chairman, while we are on the

11 self-employed, have you done anything about taxation of the

12 self-employed's benefits if those benefits are taxable? In

13 other words, it seems to me that if a person is paying 100

14 percent of his social security as a self-employed person, if

15 you only exempt from taxation half of that, he is being

116 treated unfairly, is he not?

17 Well, the theory is you do not tax half of the benefits

18 on the person who is an employee because he paid half of

19 those. What do you do for the self-employed person who paid

20 100 percent?

21 M¶r. Belas: He would be paying 100 percent minus the

22 credit. The argument, I guess, that you would be saying,

23 Senator, wouli be that the credit does not provide a full

24 offset for the employer analogy portion of FICA, and you are

25 riaht. There will be a differential there. Although he did
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1 not receive a full deduction or credit to offset the employer

2 side, he would be taxed on it at the time he -retired.

3 Senator Chafee: Well, then, anyway he is treated more

4 harshly then on the taxaticn of his benefits.

5 Mfr. Belas: That is right.

6 The Chairman:- We will include that in your -

7 Senator Chafeez We were a society that encouraged the

8 self-reliant, independent person to go out to work for

9 himself.

10 The Chairman.- Let's move as quickly as you can.

11 Mr. Belas: The next item, )Mr* Chairman, is broadening

12 the social security wage base to include certain qualified

13 and non-qualified deferred compensation amounts as well as

14 benefits provided under certain fringe benefit plans,

15 so-called :afeteria. plans.

16 Under current law, the only thing that is included in the

17 FICA wage base is --ash compensation. This proposal would

18 include certain deferred compensation and certain

19 compensation paid in the form of fringe benefits.

20 Senator Bentsen; Mr. 'Chairman, I would like to comment

21 on that, if I might, and try to stay within your ground rules

22 and hopefully not cost us any money in the process. But when

23 they talk about including the employer's part of the

24 contribution under 4~C.J(b), then you are talking about

25 employers - non-profit employers, like hospitals and
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1 universities. When you talk about doing that, you are asking

2 for something the Commission did not recommend and goes

3 beyond the recommendations of the Commission, as T understand

4 it, something that Treasury has not sought in the past in an

5 expansion of what the IRS does.

6 And you treat them differently than you treat 401(a). Mv

7 understanding is that this would pick up under the

8 computations about $1.1 billion to do this. But I also

9 understand that the assumptions were that in ioing that that

10 would not be picked up from the universities and hospitals

11 because the assumption was they go to 40Ol(a).

12 Now that is going to be the net result and you do not

13 pick up more money. Then why do it? Why not leave them --

14 the hospitals and universities and the non-profits -- exempt

15 from the process and let them continue on L403Cb)s, which is

16 their preferred way with the retirement annuities, of taking

17 care of their employees?

18 ~.'r. Belasa Mr. Chairman, the estimate, as I understand

19 it, does not anticipate that all the university employees and

20 the church employees will go to L401(a) plans. The problem

21 that was trying to be addressed was that if an employee has

22 the ability to elect on his own, his own motion, whether to

23 take income today and have it included in the FICA base or to

24 defer it, in that case it should not matter and it should be

25 included in the 7ICA base.
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1 It is very comparable to the general rule under the

2 income tax laws that if a person has a right to income he

3 elects to take it or not. Tha problem with L403(b) plans as

4 opposed to 1401(a) plans is it is very difficult, if not

5 impossible, to determine whether one of these plans is in

6 fact a salary reduction ,plan where the employee has that

7 potion, or whether it is not.

8 Senator Bentsen, Well, you have got many other cases

9 where it is a mandatory thing, across the board it applies.

10 Mr. Belas: But the difference between a L403(b) and a

11 4i01(a) is that the L401Ca) plan has anti-discrimination,

12 non-discrimination rules, and the L403Cb)s do not. It could

13 very well be that a plan -for a university or school or

14 whatever would only have one or two people in it because it

15 is only covering certain administrators.

16 Senator Bentsenz It is also true it can be

17 non-discriminatory.

18 Mr. Belas: That is true. One possibility that you could

19 have is if they were non-discriminatory, to exempt them from

20 the FICA base and, if it were discriminatory, not to do so.

21 Senator Bentsen: Well, I 3m amendable to listening.

22 The Chairmana Okay, let's address that with Senator

23 Bentsen's staff. Is there anything else?

24 M~r. Belasz That is the end of the tax portion.

25 The Ch-irman: All right. Let's try to move as quickly
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I as we can. We do not want to shut anyone off. Unless there

2 is a desire to come back this afternoon, let's try and get

3 finished going over these.

4 What we~ are trying to do is just raise questions now and

5 I think we can move on and give the staff time this afternoon

6 with the Jo-int Committee and with other members' staff" to

7 look at some of the questions that have been raised and see

8 if we can resolve them.

9 it would save a lot of time tomorrow if we can do that.

10 Ms. Weaver: I will move through these very quic-kly.

11 Item 15 is the COLA stabilizer recommended by the

12 N!ational Commission which will become effective in 1988,

13 whereby if OASDI Trust Fund reserves fell below some stated

14 level, which is 240 percent of out-go, and if wages were

15 growing less rapidly than prices, then there would be a

16 triggered mechanism. whereby the COLA would be paid on the

17 basis of the lower of wages or prices, at which point, once

18 the reserves began to accumulate again, once they reach 32

19 percent of out-go, then there would be provision for catch-up

20 payments so that the elderly did not suffer as a consequence

21 of being paid somethinar less than the price increase.

22 Senator Chafee: M¶r. Chairman, I just want to say a word

23 about catch-ups. Tt seems to me that we are playing a

24 dangerous game~ with the catch-up business because, first of

25 all, it- is not necessarily going to those who did not have
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1 it, since some of them might have died -- and I assume You do

2 not pay it to their estates.

3 But, secondly, when you do a catch-up, what you do is you

4 put people at a higher benefit temporarily and thpn comes the

5 time that you cut them, and it seems to me -- in other words,

6 once the catch-up has been completed, I presume that then you

7 would drop down. Is that correct, Carolyn?

8 Ms. Weaverz I think we would be building that into the

9 base so that it would just be an increase to their benefit

10 and their new level would be higher, at which point the

11 cost-of-living adjustments would be applied to it. They

12 would not be seeing a benefit rising and falling.

13 Senator ChafeB: I do not know what catch-up means,

14 then. I thought they were down a certain amount and then the

15 funds gets to 30 percent or whatever it is. and then you pay

16 them back and you must have them at a higher leve'l until they

17 are repaid. Is that Correct?

18 Senator Grassley: Is it even workable? Is the formula

19 workable?

20 Mr. M1yers: I think it is workable. Let me explain just

21 briefly in a little detail how it would work.

22 Suppose that one year this was triggered and you paid one

23 percent less COLA than you normally would, and that is all

24 that happens. From that point on, you pay the CPI because

25 the fund is starting to build up. And when the fund builds
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1 up to a high enough level you would then increase the benefit

2 by one perrent for those people who had had that one percent

3 reduction previously.

4 That would be their new permanent benefit level and then

5 you would ;,o on from there. Then, if the fund we-re to run

6 low again, you would hold the COLA down by the lesser of

7 wages or prices, but that one percent, once it was repaid to

8 them, would be part of the permanent benefit structure. But,

9 as Senator Chafee has said, just for the oeople who were

10 alive at the time, not for those who have died in the past.

11 Senator Chafeez Well, I can see a lot of problems with

12 it because you have two people. Then somebody else retires

13 and two people receiving different amounts, one at the one

14 percent hi;her. But never mind. We are short of time now.

15I just see a lot of problems to it.

16 Senator Grassleyz Mr. Chairman, I am going to offer an

17 amendment tomorrow on this, one because I think it is such a

18 good idea to have the stabilizer to move it up to a more

19 current tLime, and, secondly, regardless of whether it is more

20 current or whether it starts in 1988, to eliminate this

21 catch-up -for the Ceasons already stated by Senator Chafee.

22 The Chairman. Pe never thought the catch-up would come

23 into play, I do not think, at the CommissiLon.

24 Senator Grassleyz Well, I think what is wrong with it is

25 you always have hanging out there the fact that you have cut
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1 people out of something arnd are going to owe-it to them. It

2 is always just a thorn in the side of the people affected by

3 it. It does not do anything.

4 The Chairman.- There is always hope that way.

5 Senator Grassley; But in the process you are further

6 deteriorating the credibility of the system, and part of what

7 we are trying to do here, I hope, is to try to reestablish

8 that credibility.

9 The Chairman: Okay. Let's move on.

10 Ms. Weaver; Item 17 would simply reauthorize inter-fund

11 borrowing on the same conditions that were authorized in

12 Public Law 97-123 last year. This would authorized

13 inter-fund borrowing between the three trust funds in the

14 period 1983 to 1987.

15 There is a se~ond part to that provision which would

16 provide for reallocation of the OASIDI tax rate to equalize

17 the reserve ratios in those two trust funds.

18 Senator Grassleyi Mr. Chairman, is it fair to assume

19 that since there is inter-fund borrowing provided for on a

20 more permanent basis than what we have had until now that it

21 will be needed in 1984, 1985? It is definitely gcing to be

22 nee=ded? Has that been stated by the Commission?

23 "'s. Weaver: I believe with the entire Package in place

24 inter-fund borrowing is not required in that period. Let's

25 check on that.
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1 Senator Grassley: Okay. I get one answer from you and

2 one from the Chairman.

3 Mr. Nyers; It might be needed, depending on economic

4 conditions, but under the current estimates, which you might

5 call moderately pessimistic, they may not be needed.

6 Senator Baucus; Mr. Chairman, on that point, I would

7 like to ask the staff bow much has been borrowed out of the

8 Hi Fund in each of the last several years and what has been

9 paid back and what interest has been pai"d.

10 I ask the question because as I understand it in each of

11 the next severall Years, to the end of this decade -- let us

12 assume S. 1 figures, these are CBO figures -- that the

13 balance in the OASDHI, the combined fund, will be increasing

14 every year up to p109 billion, $110 billion by 1989, whereas

15 the HI Fund under present law and even under S. 1 is going to

16 decrease every year during this decade to a point of a

17 deficit figure of J3L4 billion.

18 That raises the question that the Senator from Iowa

19 asked, the degree to which it is ;oin; to be necessary to

20 borrow, on the one hand, and, second, the increased pressure

21 we are putting on the Pi Fund. We all know that Medicare is

22 going to be in worse shape the next several years than social

23 security, by far, and I am wondering if it makes sense,

24 frankly, to a~llw intar-fund borrowina from the HI Fund when

25 we are going to place Medicare in further jeopardy than it
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1 already is in.

2 The Chairman: I think we have that information which we

3 can supply.

4 Ms. Weaver: TLo answer your first question, though, out

5 of the total $17.5 billion that was borrowed by December 31

6 for the retirement program, 112.L4 billion of that was from

7 the HI Trust Fund.

8 Senator Baucus; Now what plans are there to repay that?

9 Ys. Weaver: It is repayable with interest when the

10 trust funds are able to repay.

11 Senator Baucuss Do we know what rate of interest?

12 Ms. Weaver: Ait the prevailing rate paid on trust fund

13 investments.

14 Senator Eaucus; So it is up to the Trustee -- the

15 Secretary o)f the Treasury, who is the same trustee over both

16 funds?

17 Ms. Weaver. Yes.

18 Senator Hoynihan: There is a number which they will

19 apply.

20 Senator Baucus.: I just raise the point because I think

21 frankly it is a little silly. It is like robbing Peter to

22 pay Paul. We have got HI, which is in very difficult straits

23 in the next several years, an,' to put the HI fund under

24 greater strain, potential strain at this point --

25 Ms. Weaver; I might note that the Commission recommended
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1 that only the cash benefits could borrow from HI and this

2 proposal recognizes that HI may require borrowing toward the

3 end in the next few years, toward the end of this borrowing

4 period, and HI would be authorized in this proposal to borrow

5 bazk.

6 The House provision goes one step further to require

7 repayment of principal and interest at a time certain, by

8 1989. This is something the Committee may want to think

9 about.

10 Senator Baucus; 'L just raise this, Mr. Chairm.an, because

11 I do think it is not wise to authorize borrowing from the HI

12 Fund.

13 Senator Grassley: We have borrowing now, or we did have

14 until, I guess, July. Because of political problems we were

15 not able to get to the table with the various sides to

16 negotiate something, and it helped us get over the political

17 problems, keep the system'sound. Now here we are at the

18 table and we have got everybody sitting down trying to figure

19 something out, and we still have to rely on inter-1fund

20 borrowing.

21 It seems to me now that we are at the table we ought to

22 be able to come up with a proposal that is more economically

23 sound than one in which perhaps we may still have to continue

24 to do the thinas which we could not do before.

25 The Chairman: AS T re-all, we provided for inter-fund
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1 borrowina, hoping we would not need it. But, you know, let's

2 face it. The last thing we want is another -- to come back

3 here in 1985 and say well, we need $500 million but we do not

4 have any authority ani. raise the whole issue again.

5 Mr. Myers, you do not think we are goina to need it?

6 Ksr. Myers; According to the estimates, it will not be

7 needed. As you say, Mr. Chairman, it is a safety valve and

8 it will take care of just a slight imbalance, as you say.

9 Senator Mitchell; Mr. Chairman, I commend the Commission

10 on that. If thare2 is one thing that we have learned or we

11 should have learned from the social security experience of

12 the past decade, it is our inability to predict future

13 economic events. Dramatic changes in 1972 which were really

14 one of the principal causes of the current problems were made

15 in good faith based on good economic Iata at the time. The

16 1977 tax, as you know, was stated to be the answer for all

17 the problems, and we just do not know what is going to

18 happen.

19 The Chairman: I' hope we do not use it.

20 Senator Baucus: Mr. Chairman, I think it is unlikely we

21 will need to borrow from HI to finance social security. I

22 think it is probably in accurate statement. On the other

23 hand, what is the likelihood that the trustees are going to

24 want to borrow from OASDHI fund in order -to supplement the HI

25 Fund?
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1 M~s. Weaver: As soon as benefits --

2 S~enator Bau~us: To agree that that is a possibility,

3 then we have to look and see what our numbers are for social

4 serurity trust fund and what the surpluses are and what the

5 balances are.

6 N~r. Myers.- I do not think it is too likely that there

7 would be any borrowing by HI in 1983, 19814 or 1985. The only

8 possibility would arise a little later, maybe in 1987 or so.

9 But it is likely if there was any borrowing it. would have to

10 be the other way.

11 Senatoc Baucus; That is my point, Yes. That is, to help

12 HI.

13 M!s. Weaverz Item 18 would normalize tax revenues to the

14 OASDHI Trust Funds on a triggered basis. The Ways and Means

15 Committee adopted a provision whereby in all future months

16 the Treasury Secretary would credit the full amount of tax

17 income anticipated during the month at the start of the

18 month, given that axpenditures out of the social security

19 trust funds are concentrated when benefits are paid at the

20 start of each month.

21 This would limit that so that it did not become a

22 permanent part of the law but indeed would only trigger on

23 when the Secr-etary determined that the trustC funds were

24 critically low, so that in the event the trust funds could

25 not meet, say, the next month and a half's benefits without
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1 speeding up and accelerating the income to the trust funds to

2 the start of the month, then this provision otherwise would

3 not be in place.

4 Interest woull be charged and woul1J be repayable at the

5 end of the month. It is simply transfering income over the

6 course of a month.

7 Item 19 would reimburse the trust fund for the amounts of

8 past unnegotiated checks, those that have rem~ained uncashed

9 for 12 months or longer, and would set up a mechanism for

10 continuing to do that on an Ongoing basis in the future.

11 Item 20 would reimburse the trust funds on account of the

12 gratuitous military wage credits which have been granted over

13 the years and in effect would put the system on a current

14 a==ounting basis. It would provide a lump sum transfer to

15 the trust funds in the amount of the present value of past

16 gratuitous wage credits and the benefit costs of those and

17 then proviie -a lump sum transfer for the amount of -foregone

18 taxes and interest that have been provided.

19 Senator Grassley: How accurate are the guestinmates of

20 $18 billion, that that takes care of the problem? Cr is that

21 just a figure out of the blue sky?

22 ts. Weaver: We have been comfortable with those

23 numbers. They have changed some. One of the reasons that

24 they have changed over time was a different calculation

25 procedure for the lump sum transfers and, secondly, with the
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1 introduction of the HI transfer as well. Those, I think,

2 were the two reasons that they have changed.

3 ~The Chairman: Do you have any problems with that, Mr.

4 Simmons?

5 Mr. Simmonst I will. let NIr. Ball-antyne speak to that.

6 Mr. Ballantyne; We believe those estimates are fairly

7 good. There is a chance that later on, as we get more data

8 on the cost of military service credits, that there would be

9 revisions, but that would be based on actual data, where

10 today we have had to make some projections, and that is

11 something -- the usual thing in the past as well under this

12 provision.

13 The Chairman; Twenty-one?

14 Ms. Weaver; Item 21 would modify the trust fund

15 investment procedures. This is an idea that was going around

16 last year, a modified almost savings account approach for the

17 trust fund.

18 The Chairmani I guess Senator Proxmire and Senator

19 Stennis and others testified on this.

20 Mr. Myers: Mr. Chairman, this is very much like what

21 Senator Proxmire testified before your Committee on last

22 time.

23 The Chairman: So he should be pleased.

24 Mr. Myers: Yes.

25 Ms. Weaver: Item 22 is a consensus recommendation of the
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1 Commission, although it was not a part of their consensus

2 package, is to expand the Board of Trustees to include two

3 Public members.

4 Item 23 would be a provision to limit benefits paid to

5 aliens.

6 Senator Mitzhell.- I would like to address that, if I

7 could, Mr. Chairman. I believe this is something that we

8 should consider and wonder if there is some possibility of

9 working something out before we act on it tomorrow.

10 As you know, K~r. Myers, there is a recent GAO report on

11 this subj;ect- which indicates that there is a substantial

12 number of non-citizens, that is, aliens who are

13 non-residents, who receive benefits, and, as do all

14 beneficiaries, they tend to get back as a group more than

15 they put in over a long period of time.

16 i was also disturbed by the fact that in that case they

17 generally or frequently add dependents after retirement and

18 generally tend to have more dependents than do citizen

19 resident beneficiaries. I just have a figure which struck

20 me, that 3L4 percent of the dependents of such persons are

21 added aftec retirement, and I think the intention and

22 motivation is quite clear.

23 I understand that there are some concerns, and I have

24 some concerns ,myself, about people being treated fairly, as

25 everyone should be, whether they are citizens or
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1 non-citizens.

2 Senator Grassley: Would the Senator yield?

3 Senator Mitchell; Secondly, I think we have to be

4 concerned about potential retaliatory response against

5 Americans in similar situations. But notwithstanding those

6 concerns I think there is a very serious pcoblem here which

7 we ought to address and I think we are capable of addressing,

8 Mr. Chairman.

9 Senator Grassley; Would the Senator yield?

10 Senator Fitchellz Surely.

11 Senator Grassley; I think everything you have said I

12 agree with and very factually correct, from my study of it.

13 You were asking if something could be worked out. Senator

14 Boren and It, following on Senator Lugar's leadership in this,

15 are going to propose the amendment that is in the form of S.

16 213, which has 23 co-sponsors.

17 Senator Mitchell: That is Senator Nickles' bill?

18 Senator Grassley; Well, Senator Nickles is a co-sponsor

19 of this bill.

20 Senator Mitchell: He has a separate bill also.

21 Senator lGrassley; He could have. Also, there are over

22 100 co-sponsors of similar legislation in the House. I would

23 like to have your staff, if you have got questions and

24 concerns, could we get together on that?

25 Senator Mitchell; I do . I have some reservations about
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1 some aspects of those bills.

2 Senator Grassleyz Well, let's talk about those ahead of

3 time.

4 The Chairmanz I think we should tighten it up. Yr.

5 Myers had some concerns. Do you want to address those

6 briefly, Bob?

7 Mr. M1yersa Yes. As the Committee knows, this is a very

8 complicated matter because of treaties and that sort of

9 thing, but there certainly is one category that in my view

10 should be taken care of. That is when dependents are

11 acquired after the insured workers has left the country,

12 because there are many instances, I think, as were brought

13 out in some of those figures there, many instances where

14 somebody works in this country for a number of years and then

15 goes back to their home country and all of a sudden they

16 acquire a lot of dependents -- adoptions or marriages or even

17 they say that they have children.

18 This is very difficult to enforce, so that is certainly

19 the most glaring example.

20 Senator Mitchell: May I just say, Mr. Myers, I agree

21 with that and it is obvious we should do that. I think we

22 should go beyond that and limit non-citizen, non-residents

23 from receiving social security benefits to the amount that

24 thay paid into the system, plus interest. This is intended

25 as a social security system for Americans.
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1 Under our Constitution we extend to resident aliens the

2 same privileges as Americans have, but we are dealing now

3 with a separate category of non-citizen, non-residents. I do

4 not believe by any stretch of the imagination the social

5 security system was intended to provide retirement support

6 for that category of persons.

7 Senator Grassley: And the only problem we have there are

8 treaties, and I think this amendment is going to take care of

9 the problem so that we do not circumvent any treaties. It is

10 not our intention to do that.

11 Senator M~oynihanza You mean the statute?

12 Senator Grassleyz The amendment we are drafting.

13 Senator Mitchell: Thank you.

14 Yas. Weaverz Item 2a would eliminate benefits to

15 incarcerated felons. Presently there are certain groups of

16 beneficiaries who continue to receive benefits while they are

17 incarcerated. This would allow family benefits to continue

18 to be paid, but during the period of incarceration benefits

19 would cease.

20 Item 25 would remove the social security trust fund from

21 the unified budget effective in fiscal year 19890.

22 Finally, Item 26 is sone legislative language to reassure

23 current and retired federal workers that nothing in this Act

24 is intended to or will imcpact on their own level of future

25 benefits.
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1 Senator 11oynihanz Which is clearly the intention of the

2 Commission and the intention of this Committee and the

3 Chairman.

4 The Chairman.- Is that it?

5 Es. Weaverz I should point out that there is the

6 expectation that a long-range option will be added to this.

7 This is just meeting the consensus package.

8 The Chairmans Well, I appreciate that very much,

9 Carolyn. I do believe if we can get together with Senator

10 Moynihan's staff and other members of the Committee staff

11 what we might be able to do is where we have agreement on

12 some of the amendments that have been discussed or raised by

13 Senators Grassley, Mitchell, whoever, maybe in corporate

14 those into some package that we could place before the

15 Members in the morning and try to get some general consensus

16 on that, and then move to specific amendments.

17 A number of the amendments, in my view, would violate the

18 spirit 3f the compromise, not that they may not be

19 meritorious, but once we start going outside the compromise

20 then we are in effect inviting those who have supported the

21 compromise to say well, we cannot do that. Now we know we

22 are going to have a separate vote, probably, on the

23 retirement age, which de have not discussed.-

24 We know we are working on Medicare. I think that is

25 being addressed. And then in the unemployment area we have
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1 got the problem there trying to accommodate some of the

2 states with their concerns about interest payments. If we

3 can work out some agreement, we hope to do that.

4 Senator Moynihan; Hr. Chairman, I will be introducino a

5 minority proposal on the long-range.

6 The Chairman; That is right. We understand we have got

7 a license by the -- or at least we agreed to disagree on

8 that, arnd that we would try to work -- whoever had- the most

9 votes would prevail. It is the same thing they are doing in

10 the House.

11 Are you available this afternoons, Mr. Myers, to ccnsult

12 with the staff and Members?

13 Mr. Myers: Yes, indeed.

14 The Chairman4 All right, then, we will meet tomorrow at

15 10:00.

16 Mr. Lighthizerz Yes, sir.

17 The Chairman; And at that time we hope to move rapidly

18 into the markup.

19 [Whereupon, at 12:53 o'clock p.m., the Committee

20 recessed, to reconvene at 10:00O o'clo~k a.m., Thursday, March

21 10, 1983.1

22

23

24

25
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1. Social Security Financing Package



WAYS A-_Z -0EVS OMMTTTEE ACTION ON.1
SO A EC5URITY AtMENDMENTS

On Thursd;ay, March 3,13, the Ways and Means Committeecomnieted action on th-e Social Securitv Amendments of 1qq3.Summarized belowg are th-e crovisions approved bv the Committeewhich pertain to the co-nsensus-recommeindations of the NationalCommission on Social Security Reform.

Coveraoe of Nepw Fede~&'.- F-nnlcveesq: Extends social securityhivred e to the fol-,ow-~: 7,roUPS: (1) all Federal emnloyeeshe on or after Janua-ry 1, 19B4, includino those with nreviolisperiods of -Federal servic~e; (2) leaislative branch employees onthe same basis, as well as all current employees of thelegislative branch who are not nartici~at-ina in the Civil ServiceRetiemet Sste asof eceber 31, 1983; (3) all Members ofCongress, the President and the Vice-President effectiveJanuary 1, 1994; (4) all new emnlovees of the judicil branch,includina judoes, on or after Janua-ry 1, 1984; (5) all electedof-ficials and polit ical appointees of all branches of Government,including (in addition to elected Officials mentioned above) allsitting Federal judoes, and all executive level and seniorexecutive level and senior executive service politicalappointees, as of January 1, 1994. Salaries of Federal judgesunder age 70 will be considered wacdes for purposes of the socialsecurity earnings test, if the judge renders services.

Coverage of Nonprofit Emnlovees: Extends social securitycoverage on a mandatory boasis to all employees of nonprofitorganizations as of January 1, 1984. Nonpr-ofit employees age 55or older affected by this provision would be deemed to be fullyinsured -for social security benefits after accuirinq a givennumber Of Quarters of coverage, according to a sliding scale setin the law (~. 20 auar-ters- would be recuired for nersons age55 and 56, rana~ino down t-o 6 cuarters -for those ace 60 and ove'r).
Prohibit Termination by State and Local Governments: ProhibitsState .and local aovernments -rom terminating coveraae -for theiremployees if the termination has not taken effect by the datelegislation is enacted, and allows State and local governmentswhich have withdrawn from the social securitv system tovoluntarily rejoin.

Delay of4 Ccst-OCrLiv7inQ A.dzustment: Delays the June 199R3 cost-of-living adjust-ment unt-i.! December (January 1q84 check), andorovides all subsecuent cost-of-livinq adjustments for December(January checks). T'~Ie SIT nremium would not be adjusted untilJanuary 1, 1934. A cost-of`-liv,-inc adzjustment would be nrovidedin the January,' 19341 -av-Pnen: evc-n if the increase in the CPI isless than 3 percent.-

53ST Bene-I i 7ncrease, C-T1- '.?s-ho m eurmns:-Th-n Federal S351 ~hen-e_- -: * IiLe~ w-oujld be inc-reaqec~ by !;20 rermonth for iniiu,.s? nr month 'For cotiol- es, e-cective

arolustmen t (CGLZ.' woI -. h 6 months, so that,2-f:fective Januarv 
wC~ ~~ou1 I eajse y~hsane a.mount- Pin- 

nen~~~r~ hctrrent £3SSTd s ~?er'"~~



Bene-fits for Certain 1Widows, and Divorcedl and DisabledBenefi claries: Four orovisions were a~pproved I oniubenF7t~,,:0Tsurvivino nivorced or disabled Snouses who remarrv;to increase benefits for disabled widows and widowers; toincrease benefits f-or widows and widowers whose spouses diedseveral years before the widow(er) is eligible for benefits; an~.to allow d~ivorced spouses to draw spouses benefits at age 62whether or not the former spouse 'has retired.

COLA Stabilizer: PBeqinni nq with lqRR, if the fund ratio of thecombined OASD'Itrust funds as of the beginnino of a year is lessthan 20.0 percent, the automatic cost-of-living adjustment (CnLA-,)of OASDI benefits would be based on the lower of the CPI increaseor the increase in average waces. "Catch-up" payments would bemade in subsepuent vears when trust fund reserves reach at least32 percent.

Windfall Benefits: Modifies the social security benefit formula(substit-utin'g l Percent for the 90 Percent in -the first bracketof the formula) so as to reduce social security benefits forworkers with pensions from noncovered work. This formula wouldapprly only to those reaching age 60 after 19q'.

Delayed Retirement Credit: Gradually increases the delayedretirement credit from 3 percent to R percent per year between1990 and 2010.

Taxation of Social Security (OASDI) Benefits for Higher-IncomePersons: Includes in taxablle income, beginning in -19-847, aportion of social security benefits and Tier One benefits payableunder the Railroad Retirement Act for taxpayers whose adjustedgross income combined with 50 'percent of their benefits exceeds abase amount. The base amount would b.1e S25,000 -fo an individual,S32,000 for a married couple filina a ioint return and zero formarried persons Filina separate returns. The amount of benefitsthat could be included in taxable income would be the lesser ofrone-half of benefits or one-half of the excess of the taxnayer'scombined income (adjusted gross income plus one-half of benefits)over the base amount.

The Proceeds from the taxation of benefi1ts, as estimated by theM~reasurvr. Department, would be transferred to the appropriate
trust funds.

FICA Tax Rates and Pnvroll Tax Credit: Advances the OASDIpayroll tax increase sched~uled for IO' to 19t74 and part of t~'eincre'ase scheduled for 1990 to 19S3, as indlicat~_dC below.(Conforminc chances would be made in th-e Tier O~ne RailroadRetirement_ tax rates.)
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Em !ove r-E v2e OASDI -ax Rate
(E-ach)

:n percent

Current Law Pronosed

19?R4 5.40 5.70
19%5 5.70 5.70

-7( s. 527n
1097 ~5.70 5.70

1999R 5.70 6.06
19891 5.70 6.06
1990 6.20 6.20

.n addition, provides 'or a one-time credit of 0.3 nercent ofwaces to be allowed acainst 1994 cmnlovee FICA and Tier OneRailr-oad Retirement taxes. (Conformina chanaes would be made inTier One Railroai T'ax rates.)

1ax on Self-Emolovment income: Beginning in 1934, eoualize theOASD:-E:-- tax rates for self-employed nersons with the combinedemployer-employee OASDHI rate. In addition, self-employedpersons would be allowed a SECA tax credit of 2.1 percent of netseif~-emnloyment income in 1984, 1.8 percent -from 19695 through19S8 and 1.9 percent thereafter.

Interfund Borrowing: Authorizes interfund borrowing between theOASI, `I and-HI trust funds for calendar years 1983-1987, withprovision for repayment of the principal and interest of all suchloans (including amounts borrowed in 1982) at the earliestfeasible time but not later than the end of calendar year 1989.

Uncashed OASDI Checks: Provides for a lumn-sum navment to theOASD7 trust funds from the General Fund reprsn -n he amotof all uncashed benefit checks which have 'heen issued in thepast, nlus accrued interest, and reciuires the implementation of aprocedure to credit the trust funds on a regular basis with anamount ecual to the value of all 0ASDI benefit checks which havenot been negotiated for a neriod of six months.

..ltarv Waae Credits: Provides for a lumn-sum payment to the7,~-S ustfunds :rom the General Fund of the Treasury for:(i) the oresent value of the estimated additional benefitsaris-ina From the qratuit ous m.i-litarv service waae credits forservice before 1957; a.nd ()the amount of the combined9emoTlcve-- emoloyee OzSD-iT taxes on t-h crantuitous military waaecredits for service nerlorme,~ afcter 1Inndbfoe q3.

Lona-._~oe Renelit Formuia =n,- 7nx Rate ChIanoes: Red;uces initialbcefit.=- evels b 5v D ncrce.-_ byv -Acreasina toefactors in the.bene::t :_--ormula h '',.>r- o 1 orcepnt each vyear for 3 ,~!in the year nc~'. _-nreases the 0OASTDT tax ra ovby.241oerc~tace noints for_ er~ovr nrlemnlov-nsac inth y-Ie !ar2 015.
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Two additional financ-ing cThances anroP7vec9 by the Committeenormalize" tax transfers to the trust ThLnd-,s anr! modi4 y 'he
taxable wage base.

Fixed Monthly Tax Transfers: Requires Treasury to credit- to theUASD)HI trust funrds, at the beginning of each month, the amount o-fpayroll tax revenues estimated to he received during t'he month.These amounts would be invested bv the trust funds as all otherassets are invested, and the trust fund wou3.d pay interest to thegeneral -fund on these amounts.

PICA W'acre Base: Provides that employer contributions to thefollowin-gel-ective compensation arrangements will be includiblein the PICA wage base: cash or deferred comoensation (section401(k) of the Internal Revenue Code), cafeteria plans (section125) and tax shelt-ered annuities (section 403(b)).

Provides that the definition of wages subject to the PICA taxwould be interpreted solely with reference to the PICA statute,not with reference to income taxes or income tax withholdinc. Anexplicit exclusion from PICA tax would be Drovided for meals :andlodging excluded from income tax under section 119 of theInternal Revenue C-ode.

Provides that emnlover contributions to a simplified emrnloveepension (SEP) plan would be exempt from PICA, but emp~loyeecontributions would be subj3ect to FICA. Conforming changes wouldbe made in the Social Security Act definition of covered wages.

According to the llays and Means Committee, the Social SecurityAmendments would nproiuce savings and additional social sec~uritytrust fund revenue throuah 1989 of S165.2 billion and eliminatethe long-term d~eficit of 2.01 Percent of taxable TDavroll.



PROVISION-BY~-PROVSION DESCRIPTION OF S.l*

Prepared by Finance Committee Staff

*Included in S.1 are each of the consensus recommendations of theNational Comimission on Social Security Reform along with threeother Commission recommendations that were made by unanimous agree-ment (sect-ions 305, 406 and 407 of the bill).



Sections 101 and 102:

Coverage of Emolovees of llonorofrit Organizations
anO Newly Hired Fe-deral -Emplovees

Present Law: Approximately 91 percent of the Nation's workersare covered b social security. The major groups not now coveredare Federal civilian employees-(2.7 million) , State and localgovernment employees (3.9 million) , and private, nonprofit.
organization employees (about 1 million).

Federal civilian emnlovees that are covered under a Federalstaff retirement system. are excluded from coverage undersocial security as are members of Congress. (About 7 percentof Federal employees are covered by social security.)

Employees of the States and their political subdivisions arecovered only through agreements between the Secretary ofHealth and Human Services and the States. Under theagreements, each State decides what groups will be covered,subject to provisions in the Federal law which assureretirement system members a voice in the coverage decision.About 74 percent of State and local employees are covered
under social security.

Emoloyees of nonprofit relicious, charitable, educational, orother tax-exempt organizat~ions specified in section 501l(c) (3)of the internal Revenue Code are cover'ed under SocialSecurity if the organization files a certificate with the IRSwaiving its exemption from social security taxation. About80-90 percent of nonprofit employees are covered under Social
Security.

Proposed T:hance: Extend mandatoryi coverage to all nonprofitemployees, all new Federal employees, all members of Congress,and the President and Vice President

Effective Dat-e: January 1, 1984.

Revenue Gain: The following table reflects the savings to theOAS-DItrust funds, based on assumptions by the NCSSR.

(in billions, calendar years)
1984 19085 1986 1987 1988

Short-range: +S2 +S4

1989 1983-89

+ $5 +$52 0

Long-rance: +.3 percent of taxable payrollLong-range:



Section 103:

Duration of Agreement for Coverace Of State and Local Emroloyees

Present Law: Employees of Stat-e and local governments may becovered under social securitv at the option of the State and inagreement with the Secretar, of: Health and Human Services.
Coverage may be terminated ifte State gives 2 years' written
notice of such intent. Notice ca6 only be given after a State orlocal group has been covered fLo-r at least 5 years. Once coverage
is terminated, the group can never again be covered under social
secur ity.

Proposed Change: No longer permit State and local governments
whicn have elected social security coverage for their employees
to terminate such coverage. Pending termination notices would be
invalid.

Effective Date: On enactment.

Revenue Gain: The following table displays the additionalrevenues to the OASDI trust funds, based on assumptions used by
the NCSSR.

(in billions, calendar years)
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989, 1984-89

Short-range: a/ *a/ a/ Si $1 $1 S

Long-range: Negligible

a/ Less than $500 million.



Section 201:

ShiftL of Cost-of-Living Aejustment to a Calendar Year Basis

Present- Law: The automatic cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) ofsocial s-ecurity benefits is applicable to June benefits (payableearly in July). The amount of the increase is equal to thepercentage by which the Consumer Price Index (for Urban wageEarners and Clerical Workers, CPI-W) for the first quarter of thecalendar year has increased over the CPI for the first quarter ofthe previous calendar year. No COLA is paid unless the increasein the CPI is at least 3 percent. By law, cost-of-livingadjustments in the ssi program are made at the same time, and inthe same amount as the increases in social security.

In determining an individual's payment and eligibility under theSSI program (means-tested assistance for the needy elderly anddisabled) , $20 per month in income, including social security, isdisregarded. An additional amount is disregarded if theindividual has income from earnings.

Proposed Change: Provide the automatic cost-of-living adjustmentin social security benefits on a calendar year basis. Beginningin 1983, the COLA for OASDI benefits would be applied, to theDecember benefit, which is payable at the beginning of January.For 1983, the COLA would be calculated as under current law(i.e., the change in the CPI for the first quarter of 1983 overthe CPI for the first quarter of 1982) . Beginning with the COLAfor 1984, the adjustment would be computed by comparing theincrease-in the CPI for the third quarter of a year over the CPIfor the third quarter of the previous year. This would ensurethat t6-he lag between the end of the period over which the COLA ismeasured and the time the COLA is actually applied to benefitsremains 3 months.

In addition, the amount of social security benefits that can bedisregarded in determining SSI payments and eligibility, would b;-increased from S20 to $50 monthly. (This would not be ageneralized increase in the income disregard.) This proposalwould become effective for SS1 benefits payable for months afterJune, 1983.

Cost/Savings: The following table shows the savings (-) to theOASDI trust funds and the cost (+) to the SSI program, based onasumptions used by the NCSSR.

(in billions, calendar years)
19183 1984 1985 1986 19897 1988 1999 1923-291

0ASD I . $5 -S5 -$5 - $6 -S6 -56 -7 -S40

SS!: +LS.25 +S.75 +c.75 +S.75 +S.7/5 +S.75 +S.75

OASDT Long-range: -. 27 oercent of taxable mavroll.



Section 202:

Elimination of "Windfall1" Benefits for Individuals Receiving
Pensions f-rom Non-Covered Emplovment

P r e sent, La w: Social Security benefits for workers with lowaverage earnings are a relatively high proportion (up to 90percent) of their average earnings under social security.
However, no distinction is made between persons who have alifetime of low earnings and those who have low average earnings
only because they worked few years in covered employment
(possibly at high wages) and many years in employment not coveredby social secur2ity. Both groups receive the heavily weightedsocial security benefit intended for the first groupo. The heavily
weighted benefit pai~d to the second group is often referred to as
a windfall.

The present law benefit- formula for persons who reach age 62 orbecome disabled in 1983 is: 90 percent of the first $254 ofaverage indexed monthly earnings in covered employment (AIME),plus 32 percent of AIME over $254 and up to $1,1528, plus. 15percent of AIME in excess of $1,528.

Proposed Change: Retired and disabled workers who become_eligibl for a pension based on non-covered employment after 1983would have their social security benefit reduced (but noteliminated). For such workers, the heavily weighted 90-percent
facto-r in the benefit formula would be replaced by a factor of 32percent. In no case would total benefits be less than, the
present law social security benefit plus 50 percent of theworker's pension based on non-covered employment. Survivors
benefits would not be affected.

Effective: January 1, 1984, for retired or disabled workers whofirst become eligible for a non-covered pension after 1983.

Savings: The following table displays the savings to theOASDI trust funds, based on assumptions used by the NCSSR:

(in billions, calendar years)
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1984-89Short-range: a/ a/ a/ a/ a/2

Long-range: .01 percent of taxable payroll

a/ Less :bhan 5500 million.



Section 203:

Benefits for Divorced or Disabled Widow or
Widower Who Remarries

Present Law: Widow(er)s benefits .are payable at age 60 to spouses
who: (1) were married to the wage earner at the time
of death, (2) had been married for nine months beforethe death of the wage earner, and (3) do not remarry
before age 60 unless the subsequent marriage ended indeath, divorce or annulment. If the widow(er)
marries after age 60, he or she receives the largestbenefit to which he or. she is entitled as a wage
earner, Widower) or spouse.

Disabled Widow(er)s benefits are payable from age 50
to 60 to disabled' spouses who: (1) were married to
the wage earner at the time of death, (2) had beenmarried to the wage earner for nine months before the
time of death, and (3) are not married. These
benefits convert to widow(er)s benefits at age 60.

Surviving Divorced Spouses-benefits are payable at
age 60 to spouses who: (1) were divorced from the
wage earner at the time of death, (2) had been
married to the wage earner for 10 years before
divorce, and (3) are not married.

.Disabled Surviving Divorced Spouses benefits are
payable from age 5 to 60 to divorced sosswo
_(l) were divorced from the wage earner at the time ofdeath, (2) had been married to the wage earner for 10
years before divorce, and (3) are not married. These
benefits convert to Surviving Divorced Spouses
benefits at age 60.

Proposed Change: As is the case for widows and widowers, allowbenefits to continue to be paid to certain beneficiaries uponremarriage if that marriage takes place after the age of firsteligibility for benefits. No change would be made in the currentdual entitlement provision of the law which allows only the highestbenefit to which an individual is eligible to be drawn.

Disabled Wicdow(er)s benefits would be payable to
those who remarry after age 50.

Surviving Divorced Spouses benefits would be payable
to those who remarry after age 60.

Disabled Survivina Divorced Spouses benefits would be
payal to -hose who remarry atrge 50.

Divorced snouses would continue to lose eligibility
for benef'its uncn -remarriage.

-ffective date: For benefits savable for months after December
1 963 .



Section 203 Cont.

2

Cost:

Short-range:

The following table displays the cost to the OASDI
t-rust funds, based on assum-ptions used I by NCSSR.

(in billions, calendar years)
1985 1986 1987 1988

a/ a/ ~~a/ a/
1 9 89

so0. 1
1 9864

Long-range: negligible

a/ Less than $500 million.



Section 204:

Chance in Index~nc- for Deferred Survivor Benefits

Present Law: Survivor benefits are based on the amount of
benefits that would have been pavable to the deceased worker asdet-ermined by applying a benefit formula to the worker's earnings
in covered employment. Such earnings are indexed to reflect
economy-wide wage increases through the second year before thedeath of the worker. Beginning with the year of death, benefit
levels are indexed to price changes.

Should the worker die long before retirement age, the benefit towhich -the widowed spouse ultimately becomes eligible in old-age
(or at disability) is based on outdated wages. Thus, women whobecome widowed at a relatively young age, but do not become
eligible-for benefits for many years, are deprived of their
husband's unrealized earnings as i~ell as the econormy-wide wage
increases that may have occurred since the death of their
husbands.

Proposed Chance: In the case of deferred survivor benefits,
continue indexing the worker's earnings to reflect economy-wide
wage increases rather than price increases. Such wage indexing
would apply, through the year the worker would have -reached age
60, or (2) two years before the survivor becomes eligible for
aged or disabled widow's benefits, whichever is earlier.

ffective: For persons becoming eligible for benefits after
December 31, 1983.

C Os t:The following 'table dis'plays the cost of this proposal to
t~he OASDI trust funds, based on assumptions used by the NCSSR:

(in billions, calendar years)
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1984-89

Short-range: a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ $.2

Long-range: .05 percent of taxable payroll

a/ Less than S500 million.



Section 205:

Benefits for Divorced Spouses Recardless
of WhetFher Former Spouse Has Retired

Present Law: A divorced spouse, eligible for benefits at age 62,
may not begin to draw social security benefits until the worker
begins to draw benefits. For some divorced women, this means
that they must wait several years beyond their own retirement age
(either because their ex-soouse d~elays retirement or otherwise
fails to apply for benefits) before they can begin to draw
benefits.

Proposed Change: Make benefits payable at age 62 to divorced
spouses (who have been divorced for at least 2 years) if the
former spouse is eligible for retirement benefits, whether or not
they have been claimed or suspended because of substantial
employment.

The direct effect of this provision is to exempt the divorced
spouse from the earnings test applied to the worker.

Effective: on enactment, for monthly social security benefits
payable for months after December 1983.

Cost: The cost of this proposal to the OASDI trust funds, based
on assumptions used by the NCSSR:

(in billions, calendar years).
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1984-89

Short-range: a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ $0.1

Long-range: .01 percent of taxable payroll

a/ Less than $500 million.



Section 206:

Increase in Benefit Amount for Disabled Widows and Widowers

Present Law: Social security benefits for widows and widowers
are first payable at age 60. Benefits are payable in full (i.e.,
100% of the worker's primary insurance amount) at age 65, and at
reduced rates at ages 60-64 (i.e., phasing up from 71.5 percent
of the primary insurance amount at age 60) . Benefits are also
payable at reduced rates to disabled widows and widowers aged 50-
59 (i.e., phasing up from 50 percent of the primary insurance
amount at age 50).

Proposed Change: Increase disabled widow(er)s benefits to 71.5
percent of the primary insurance amount, the amount to which
widow(er)s are entitled at age 60.

Effective: Effective for monthly social security benefits
payable for months after December 1983.

Cost: The following table displays the cost of this proposal to
t~e OASDI trust funds, based on assumptions used by the NCSSR:

(in billions, calendar years)
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 198R9 1984-89

Short-.range: a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ a/ $1

Long-range: .01 percent of taxable payroll

a/ Less than $500 million.



Section 207:

Adjustment Of Cost-of-Living Increase When Trust
Fund Ratio Falls Below 20 Per-cent

Present Law: The automatic cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) insocial security benefits is applicable to the June benefit, whichis payable at the beginning of July. The amount of the increaseis equal to the percentage by which the Consumer Price Index (forUrban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers, CPI-W) for the firstquarter of the calendar year has increased over the CPI for thefirst quarter of the previous calendar year. No cost-of-livingadjustment is made unless the increase in the CPI is at leastthree percent.

Prooosed Change: To help stabilize social security outgorelt-ive to income, this provision would trigger the indexing ofbenefits to the lower of the increase in wages or prices whenevertrust fund reserves are critically low. When reserves accumulateagain, provision would be made for (1) repayment of amountsforegone in earlier years and (2) reinstatement of full ongoing--benefit levels based on full CPI increases. The triggering ofthis modified cost of living adjustment and the payback would bebased on the OASDI trust fund ratio (the OASI and DI trust fundbalances in the funds, exclusive of any outstanding loans fromthe HI trust fund, as a percentage of the estimated outgo fromthe funds in the next year).

More specifically, beginning in 1983, at the earliest, if theratio for the combined OASDI trust funds at the beginning of ayear is less than 20 percent, the COLA payable would be based onthe increase i'n the CPI or the increase in wages, whichever islower. (For 1988 only, the combined trust fund ratio would becomputed on an estimated basis'as of December 31, 1988.) Whenthe fund ratio at the beginning of a year (following a period ofwage indexing) exceeds the trigger level of 32 percent, "catch-up, payments would be provided and ongoing benefit amounts wouldbe increased to the level they would have been if a full CPIincrease had been given in each year.

To determine the "catch-up" amount, the cumulative benefitreduction from the last increase based on the CPI through thebeginning of the "catch-up" year would be calculated for eachrecipient. Tha: amount would be pavable over the 12 months ofthe 'catch-up year. After the twelve-month payback period,'benefits would be increased by the percentage needed to givebenefits equal to the amount that would have been paid if allpast cost-of-living increases had been based on the CPI. ifthere were not sufficient funds available to provide a complete"catch-up", then the 12-month period would be pro-rated so thatthe estimated cost of this "catch-up" would equal the fundsavailable. Individuals would not be renaid for any periods theydid not actually receive a COLA at a rate based on wage
increases.



Section 207, Cont.

This chance would not apply to the SSI program, which is -financed
out of Federal general revenues.

Cost/Savinos: This promosal. is estimated to have no impact onthe trust f:unds under NCSSR economic assumptions.



Section 208:

Increase In Old-Aae Insurance Benefit Amounts on Account
of Delayed Retiremen-t

Present Law: A worker who delays retirement beyond age 65-(i.e.,
does not actually -receive social security benefits) is eligible
for a delayed retirement credit (DRC). The worke'r's benefit is
increased for each month after age 65 and prior to age 70 (age 72
before 1983) for which benefits are not paid, either because of
earnings or because the worker does not claim benefits. For
workers eligible for benefits after 1978, the delayed retirement
credit is equal to 3 percent per year (one-quarter of 1 percent
per month). For workers eligible before 1979, the credit is
equal to 1 percent per year (one-twelfth of 1 percent per month).
Proposed Change: Gradual.Ly increase, between 1990 and 2010, the
delayed retirement credit to 8 percent per year.

Effective: For workers attaining age 65 in 1990 and after.

Cost: This proposal is estimated to cost the OASDI trust funds
.1 percent of taxable payroll in the long-range.



Section 302:

Taxation of Social Security Benefits for Higher-Income Persons

Present law: Under a series of rulings in 1038 and 1941 by theInternal Revenue Service, social security benefits are excludedfrom gross income for purposes of the income tax. Railroadretirement benefits are excluded under a provision of theRailroad Retirement Act.

Proposed Change: Under the provision, one-half of anindividual's social security benefits would be included inadjusted gross income if other adjusted gross income exceeded thebase amount. The base amount would be $25,000 in the case of ajoint return, S20,000 in the case of a single taxpayer or amarried taxpayer filing a separate return (ex~ept that the baseamount would be zero in the case of a married taxpayer filing aseparate return when the taxpayer does not live apart from hisspouse at all times during the taxable year).

The Secretary of Health and Human Services would be requi-redto file information returns with respect to social securitypaymnents, indicating the amount of social security benefits paidto an individual during the year and the name and address of theindividual to whom paid. Copies of these returns would beprovided to the recipients of social security benefits.

Beginning in 1984., the Secretary of the Treasury would berequired to transfer to the appropriate trust funds, on at leasta quarterly basis, the revenues generated under this provision..

Effective date: The provision would apply to benefits receivedafter December 31, 1983, which are attributable to periods afterthat date.

Revenue Gain: The following table displays the estimatedadditT6onal revenues to the OASDI trust funds:

(in billions, calendar years)
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1984-89

Short-range: $1 S4 $5 $6 $7 $8 S30

Long-range:.60 percent of taxable payroll.Long-range:



Section 303:

A.cceleration -_1 Increase in TATxs 1984 Employee FICA Tax

Present Law: The Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA)
imn~oses two taxes--old-age, survivor and disability insurance
(OASDI) , and hospital insurance (HI) on employees and employers.
These social security taxes are paid at the same rate by both the
emnlover and employee on wages earned in employment covered by
sociml security, up to the maximum amount creditable for the year.
The current 0ASD! rate is 5.40 percent. This rate is; scheduled to
increase to 5.70 percent in 1985 and to 6.20 percent in 1990.

Al-so, under present law employees do not receive an income tax
=redit for OASDI or HI taxes paid.

Proposal: This provision would: (1) move the 1985 OASDI tax rate
Df 5.7 percent for employers andemlys to 1984; (2) keep the
:!urrent' law rate of 5.7 percent- for 1985-87; (3) reschedule the
1988-89 rate to 6.06 percent, and (4) make no change in the tax
rate for 1990 and thereafter. In addition, for wages received
3uring calendar year 1984, employees would be eligible for a
refundable tax credit in an amount ecual to the increase in the
employee rate caused by accelerating the 1985 tax rate into 1984
(i.e., 0.3 percent of their includable wages). Employees would
receive this credit,-as an of~fset to the amount of FICA tax withheld
from their paychecks during calendar year 1984.

rhe Hi tax rate schedules now in the law would not be altered.
'loreover, these rate increases would not apply' to railroad
.retirement taxes.

rhe following table compares the proposed tax changes with current
law:

SOCIAL SECURITY TAX RATES
EMPLOYERS) AND EMPLOYEES, EACH

OASDI HI OASDHI
:alendar Current Proposed Current Current Proposed
Years Law Change Law Law Change

L 9 33 5 .40 % 5 .4 0% 1.30% 6 .70 % 6.70%
L 9 84 5 .4 0 5.7/0 1.30 6.70 7.00
L 9 85 5.70 5.70O 1.35 7 .05 7.05
L986-87 5.70 5.70 1.45 7.15 7.15
L988-89 5.70 6.06 1.45 7.15 7.51
L990 6.20 6.20 1.45 7.65 7.65



Sect-ion 303, Cont.

Revenue Gain: The following table displays tLhe estimated
addJItional revenuors to the oQASDI trust funds, based on assumptions
used by the NCSSR.

(in billions, calendar years)
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

.Short-range: $9 a/ 0 0 $15

Long- range: .02 percent of taxable payroll

a! Less than $500 million.

1 9 89

$1 6

l 9 84 - 8

$4 0



Section 304:

Self-Errn~lovment Taxes; Deduction for 50 percent of Self-
Z, L L L.± V VI t_-iLZ 'j. Id X

Present Law: The Self-Employment Contributions Act imposes two
taxes (OASDI and HI) on self-emnployed individuals. The OASDI tax
rate on the self-employed is approximately equal to 1.5 times the
employee rate. it is scheduled to rise from 8.05% in 1983 to
8.55% in 1985, and 9.3% in 1990 and thereafter. Under present
law, self-employed persons cannot deduct from Federal income
taxes, as a business expense, any OASDI taxes paid.

Proposed Change: This provision would make the self-employed
OASDI tax rate equal to the combined employer-employee rate,
beginning in 1984, as those rates are rescheduled under Section
103. Also beginning in 1984,,self-ernployed individuals would be
allowed to deduct for income tax purposes 50 percent of self-
employment OASDI taxes paid. This deduction would be allowed in
computing adjusted gross income.

The HI tax rate schedule for the self-employed now in the law
would not be altered.

The following table compares the proposed tax
current law:

SOCIAL SECURITY TAX RATES
FOR THE SELF-EMPLOYED

changes with

Calendar
Years

198 3
19 84
19 85
19 86- 87
1988-89
19 90

OASD I
Current Proposed
Law Law

8 ~05%
8 .05
8 .55
8 . 55
8 .55
9 .30

8 .05 %
11 .40
11 .40
11 . 4 0
1 2 . 12
12 . 40

Revenue Gain: The following table displays the
additional revenues to the OASDI trust funds:

Short- range:

estimated

(in billions, calendar years)
1984 1985 1986 1987 19R8 1989
$1 S 3 73- _$3 S4 S5

Long-range:.19 percent of taxable payroll

OASDHI
Current
Law

HI
Current
Law

1.. 30 %
1.30
1.35
1.45
1.45
1.45

9.-3 5%
9 .3 5
9 . 90

1.0 . 00
10. 00
10 .75

Proposed
Law

9 . 35 %
12 .70
12 .75
12 . 85
1 3 .57
13 .85

1 984 -89
$ 18

Long-range:



Section 305:

Coverpae of Pavments Under Salary Reduction Plans

Present Law: Any payment to or on behalf of an employee or his
benef iciary to or from a qualified tax-free trust forming part of
a stock bonus, pension, or profit-sharing plan of an employer
under section 401 of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) is excluded
from social security coverage. Such payments are not subject to
the OASDI or HI tax, nor are they deemed covered earnings for
purposes of social security. IRC amendments enacted in 1978
provide that a plan may qualify under section 401 even though it
offers employees a choice of receiving cash or having
contributions made to the trust. (If the employee elects to
receive cash, the payments are covered under social security.)

Proposed Change: Include in taxable wages for purposes of
OASDHI, those salary reductions made under salary-reduct-ion plans
qualifying under Section 401(k).of the Internal Revenue Code.

Effective: Applies to payments made after December 31, 1983.

Cost/Savings: This proposal would not produce significant
adcitionali-ncome to the OASDHI programs currently, becausc not
many of these salary-reduction plans have yet been put~into
effect. However, if the proposal is not enacted, it is quite
probable that many such plans will be instituted and that, in the
absence of the proposal, considerable decreases in OA.SDHI tax
income and in benefit credits *to the trust funds would result.



Section 401:

Allocations to Disability in~surance Trust Fund

Present Law: The followina table displays the tax rate
allocation between OASI and DI for employers, employees and the
self-employed:

OASDI TAX RATES

Em~lovers and Employees, Each Self-Emploved

OASI DI OASDI OASI DI OASDI

1983-84 4.575% 0.825% 5.4% 6.8125% 1.2375% 8.05%
1985-89 4.750 0.950 5.7 7.1250 1.4250 8.55
19900 and 5.100 1.100 6.2 7.6500 1.6500 9.30

later

Proposed change: Reallocate the OASDI tax rates in order to
achieve approximately the same trust fund ratios (the balance in
a trust fund at the beginning of a year as a percentage of the
projected outgo for that year) in both the OASI and DI trust
funds. The allocation for the self-employed would be double the.
employee tax rate because of the impact of section 104 of the
bill. The following table displays the new tax rate allocation
under the proposal:

OASDI TAX RATES

Employers and Emplovees, Each Self-Emnloyed

OASI DI OASDI OASI DI OASDI

1984 5.45% .25% 5.7% 10.9% 0.5% 11.40%
1985-87 5.20 .50 5.7 10.4 1.0 11.40
1968-89 5.56 .50 6.06 11.2 1.0 12.12
1990 and 5.40 .80 6.20 10.8 1.6 12.40

later

Cost/Savinas: There would be a negligible impact on the combined
OASDI trust funds.



Section 402:

Interfund Borrowing Extension

Present Law: Public Law 97-123 authorized, through December 31,1982~,bor~rowing between the OASI, DI, and HI trust funds wheneverit was determined by the Managing Trustee (the Secretary ofTreasury) that additional funds were needed to pay benefits. TheConf~erence Rep~ort specified that amounts borrowed could notexceed what was recuired to ensure benefit payments for sixmonths. Under this authority, $17.5 billion was transferred tothe OASI trust fund from the DI and HI trust funds in 1982. Thistransfer is expected to be* sufficient to Permit timely payment ofOASI benefits through June 1983.

Under the law, the borrowing fund is required to make periodicinterest payments on outstanding balances. Also the loan must berepaid when the Managing Trustee determines that the assets ofthe borrowing fund are sufficient to begin repayment. Accruedinterest on the amounts borrowed by OASI totaled $33 million atthe end of 1982 and is projected to total approximately $800million by July 1983.

Proposed-Change: Through 1987, authorize interfund borrowingbetween the OASI and DI trust funds and from the Hi trust fund.Provisions governing repayment of the debt and interest paymentson outstanding balances would be the same as under current law.

Effective: on enactment.

Cost/Savings: Negligible.



Section 403:

Credit-ino Amounts of UnneootiatCed Checks to the Trust Funds

Present Law: When payments are made to social security
beneficiaries, a voucher is submitted by the Social Security
Administration to the Treasu~ry Department for the amount of the
benefits. This amount is then withdrawn from the social security
trust funds and the payments are sent to the beneficiaries. For
any number of reasons, some benefit checks are not cashed. Under
present procedure, regardless of why a ch'eck is not cashed, the
money has technically been spent by the-social security trust
funds. The GeneraliFund o~f the Treasury holds these funds until
the check is cashed.

Proposed Change: Reimburse from the General Fund of the Treasury
to the OASDI trust funds a lump sum payment eqdal to the amount
of uncashed OASDI checks which were issued prior to the enactment
of this Provision, which on the date of enactment remain
unnegotiated twelve months after their date of issuance. In-the
future, the Secretary of Treasury would be required to take suchactions as may be necessary to ensure that the social security
trust funds are credited on an ongoing basis for the amount of
unnegotiated checks.

Effective Date: The lump sum transfer would be
after the enactment of this provision.

Revenue Gain: The following table displays the
OASDI trust funds, based on assumptions used by

(in billions, calendar years)
1983 1984 1985 1986 .1987

Short-range: $0. 8

Long-range:

a/ a/! a

made thirty days

savings to the
the NCSSR.

1988 1989 1983-89

a! a/ a/ $1.1

Negligible

a/ Less than ~500 milli71on.



Sections 404 and 405:

Military Wtage Credits

Present Law: Since 1946, the OASDI system has provided non-contributory wage credits to. Persons who served in the militaryforces. Such military personnel have been credited with earningson which no payroll taxes have been paid. Two types of credits
have been given:

Pre-1957 Military Wage Credits--For World War II veterans,
noncon~ributory wage credits of $160 for each month of activemilitary service. .These.credits were provided to protect
veterans from losing social security coverage during theirmilitary service. This type of credit applies to military
service from 1940 to 1957.

Post-1956 Military Wace Credits--Noncontributory wage creditsof ~300 per quarter (S1,200 per year, subject to the maximumearnings base) for military service performed after 1956 torecognize the value of non-cash compensation, such as food,shelter and medical services. (In 1957, members of themilitary were compulsorily covered under social security.)

To finance the additional costs incurred in paying the benefitsbased on periods of military service for which no contributionswere made, the social security trust funds receive reimbursements
from the General Fund of the Treasury.- The annual reimbursement
to the trust funds has been about $700 million in recent years.

Proposed Change: Credit the OASDI trust funds, in a lump sum,withi an amount equal to the estimated additional cost ofproviding future benefits based on pre-1957 military wagecredits. This estimate would be adjusted every five years toreflect actual experience.

In addition, the OASDI trust funds would be credited with a lumpsum payment equaling the taxes that would have been collected andthe interest that would have been earned if the credits forservice after 1956 and before 1983 had been taxed as they wereearned, less- the reimbursements already received. Beginning in'1983, a general fund appropriation would reimburse the trustfunds annually for the employer-employee taxes on additionalmilitary wage credits given ?for non-cash compensation in the
previous year.

Effective: Lump sums would be payable 30 days after the
enactment of this provision.



Sections 404 and 405 Cont.
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Revenue Gain: The additional revenue to the OASDI trust funds isreflected in the following table, based on assumptions used by
the NCSSR.

(in billions, calendar years)
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1983-89

Short-range: 18.4 a/! a a/ a/ a/ 16. 5

Long-range: n egli gi b le

a/ Revenue loss of less than $500 million.



Section 406:

Trust Fund Investment Procedure

Present Law: The Managing Trustee of the social security trust
funds is obligated by law to "invest such portions of the trust
funds as is not, in his judgment, required to meet current
withdrawals". Investments must be made in special public-debt
obligations (special issues not available to the general public)
unless the managing trustee determines that investing in U.S.
Government obligations available in the open market is in the
public interest. Historically, over 90 percent of the
investments have been in special issues.

Special issues have maturity .dates which are tofsehi with "due
regard" for the needs of the -trust funds. They learn a rate of
interest equal to the average market yield on all marketable
interest-bearing obligations of the U.S. which are not due or
callable for at least 4 years.

The maturity dates of newly issued special issues and the
redemption schedule for trust fund investments are not set by
law, but by Treasury procedure. The Treasury attempts to set the
maturity dates for special issues from 1 to 15 years--so that
about 1/15 of the total portfolio comes due in each of the next
15 years. When securities must be sold to meet benefit
obligations, special issues with the shortest duration until
maturity are sold first. In the event that there are several
securities with the same duration until maturity, those with the
lowest interest rate are sole first.

Proposed Change: This proposal would eliminate discretion in the
investment of trust fund assets. All trust fund assets would be
reinvested each month at a rate of interest based on the average
market rate on all long-term public-debt obligations currently
held by Treasury.

The proposal would require the managing Trustee to: (1) redeem
all present special issues at their face amount; (2) redeem all
flower bonds ( mark-etable government bonds which, for inheritance
tax purposes, are redeemable at par) at their current market
values; and (3) invest, on a monthly basis, the redeemed
investments and all future funds only in special issues. The
interest rate on special issues would be determined on a month-
to-month basis and would be based on the average market rate on
all public-debt obligations with a duration of four or more years
until maturity.

Effective: The first day of the month following the date of
enactment.

Revenue Gain: No significant gain or loss anticipated.



Section 407:

Addition of Public Members to Board of Trustees

Present Law: The Board of Trustees of the four social securitvtrust funds (Old-Age and Survivors Insurance, Disability
Insurance, Hospital Insurance, and Supplemental Medical
Insurance) consists of, ex officio, the Secretaries of the
Treasury, Health and Human Services, and Labor, with theSecretary of the Treasury serving as the managing trustee. Amongother responsibilities, the Board of Trustees is required toreport to each year on the operation and status of the trustfunds, and review the general, policies followed in managing thetrust funds, and recormmend changes in such policies.

Prop)osed Change: In order to improve public confidence in theintegrity of the tru-st funds, two public members would be addedto the Board of Trustees of the four social security trust funds.The public members would be nominated by the President andconfirmed by the Senate. The two public members could not be
from the same political party.

Effective: Upon enactment.

Revenue Gain: Negligible.



?~~~MORANDUH ~~~~~~February 28, 1983

FROM: Eli N. Donkar SNS

Office of the Actuary

SUBJECT: Estimated Operations of the OASI, Di, and HI Trust Funds Under Present

Law on the Basis of the 1983 Alternative II-B and III Assumptions

The attached tables present estimates of the operations of the OASI, DI, and HI

Trust Funds under-present law for years 1982-92 on the basis of tvo sets of

assumptions, alternatives II-B and-III, that have been developed for the 1983

Trustees-Report. A summary of these- .two'sets -of assumptions is shown in table 1.

The estimated operations of the trust funds are presented in tables 2-5 on a

calendar-year and a fiscal-year basis. The estimates in these tables reflect the

effects of the interfund borrowing that took place during calendar year 1982

under the authority provided by Public Law 97-123. Under that authority, a

total of $17.5 billion had been transferred to the OASI Trust Fund by the end

of December 1982, when the authority expired. Of the total amount loaned to the

OASI Trust Fund, $5.1 billion was borrowed from the DI Trust Fund and $12.4

billion was borrowed from the HI Trust Fund.

As indicated in my memorandum-of January 20, .1983,-discussing estimates under

the President's Fiscal Year 1984 Budget assumptions, the-continuation and

severity of the recession in 1982 has-made the status of the trust funds much

worse than shown in the estimates based on intermediate assumptions made prior

to the beginning of this year. As has been noted for some time, the OASI Trust

Fund will be unable to pay benefits on time beginning with July 1983 unless

corrective legislation is enacted before that time. Similarly, the HI Trust Fund

is expected to be depleted in calendar years 1986 or 1985 under alternatives

II-B or III, respectively, several years earlier than anticipated on the basis

of estimates prepared under the corresponding 1982 Trustees Report assumptions.

It should be noted that part of the decline in the financial status of the HI

program is attributable to the interfund loan from HI to OASI in December 1982;

this loan was significantly greater than expected, primarily as a result of the

low.er tax income in 1982 (actual) and 1983 Cexpected) caused by the recession.

The estimates under the 1983 alternative II-B assumptions (the more optimistic

of the current two sets) show that the assets of the OASI, DI, and HI Trust

Funds, combined, as a percentage of annual outgo, are lower through 1985 than

had been estimated even under the pessimistic assumptions in the 1982 Trustees

Report. (For comparison, see the memorandum which I coauthored with Solomon F.

Mussey of the Health Care Financing Administration dated September 17, 1982.)

MEMORANDUM
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As a consequence, the current estimates indicate that if interfund borrowing

vere extended, and no other changes were made, the combined assets of the three

trust funds would probably be insufficient to pay benefits on time beginning in

the fourth quarter of 1983.

All HI trust fund estimates shown in the attached tables were prepared by the

office of Financial and Actuarial Analysis in the Health 
Care Financing

Administration. In contrast to the September 17, 1982 memorandum mentioned

above, the current HI estimates do not assume that the temporary limitation on

hospital cost reimbursement enacted under, Public Law 97-248 (TEFRA) would be

extended beyond 1985.

Eli N. Donkar, A.S.A.
Supervisory Actuary

Attachments: 5
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Table Z.-Estimated operations of the DASI, DI, and Hi Trust Furd under present law on the basis of the 1953

alternative 11-8 assumptions5, calendar years 1982-92

(Amounts in billions)

:alendar lr*tom

yea -DS DL I ASI I Toal

1982 $142.7 $17.6 $160.3
$25.6 $185.9

DAISI Dl OASDI "I Total

$142.1 $18.0 $160.1

126.8
137.9
154.9
166.6
178.4

190.7
203.4
232.4
248.4
263.9

24.2
27.3
3.4.6
38.8
43.3

49.0

53.0
65.3
72.1'
78.6

151.0
165.2
189.4
205.4
221.7

238.7
256.4
297.8
320.4
342.5

41.2
44.9

50.1
57.6

61.9

65.9
69 .6
72.8
75.7

78'.1

Not increase
in funds

GAS I D I OASDI H I Total

192.2
210.0

263.0
283.6

3D4.6
326.0
370.6
396.1

420.6

154.5
167.1
183.4
201.1
218.7

236.8
255.3
273.7
291.9
309 .9

Fund at and

DASI DI DASDI HI Total

18.0
19.4
19.3
20.4
21.7

23.1
24.7
26.4
28.3
30.3

185.5
202.7
221.5
240.4

259.9

280.0
300.1
320.1
340.2

416.1 219636

46.8
53.1
61.9
71.1

81 .1
92.4

104 .1
116.2
129 .8

232.3
255.8
283.5

311 .4

341 .0

372.4
404.2
436.3
470.0

Assets at beginning of' year as a
percentage of outgo during year

DASI DI OASDI Hi Total

1% 15- 141 520 15'
1982 $0.6 -$0.4 $0.2 -$10.6 -$10.3 $22.1 $2.7 $24.8 $8.2 $32.9

-5.*6

-34.8

-63.4
-97.9

-138.1

-184.2

-236.1
-277.4
-320.8
-366.8

.17.8 -17.0
33.1 -30.3
51.5 -46.5

73.0 -65.1

97.9 -86.3
126.2 -109.9

165.1 -112.2

208.9 -111.9

257.2 -109.6

6.1
3.1

-1.2
-10.4

-10.9
-27.2
-47.7
-75.5

-25.6 -111.9
-48.4 -159.3

-79.7 -191.9
-120.2 -232.1

-171.9 -281.5

Noes 1.The income figures for 1982, and the end-or-year asset figures for 1982 and later, reflect the transfer of'

Noe: funds from the DI and HI Trust Funds to the OASI Trust Fund under the interfund borrowing authority

provided by Public La'w 97-123. By the end of December 1982, when this authority expired, a total of S17.5

billion had been transferred to OASI, $5.1 billion from DI and S12.4 billion from HI.

2. The estimated operations for GASI, OASDI, and DASDI and HI combined in 1983 and later are theoretical

since the OASI Trust rund would be depleted in Jualy 1983. Similarly, the HI Trust fund operations in 1986

and later are theoretical, since the fund would be depleted in 1956 under this set or assunptions.

3. The estimates of HI1 Trust rund operations were prepared by the Office of Financial and Actuarial Analysis

in the Health Care Financing Administration.

5ocial Security Administration

office of the Actuary
February 28, 1983

1953
1994
1985
1986
1987

1958S
1959
1990
1991
1992

1983
198.4
1985
1986
1987

1985
1989
1990
1991
1 Q7?

-27.2--
-29.6'

-34 .5

-40.2

-46.0
-51.9
-41.3
-43.4
-.A& -n

-6.2
8.9

15.3
19.4
21.6

24.9
28.3
38.9
43.8
49.3

-21.5
-20.3
-13.3
-16.1
-18.6

-21.2
-23.6

-2.4
.3

2.3

.1
-2.1
-3.0
-4.4
-9.1

-15.2
-22.8
-31.3
-40.5
-51.7

-21.4
-22.4-
-16.3
-20.5
-27.9

-36.4
-46.4
-33.7
-40.2
-49.4

14
-3

-19
-32

-45

-58
-72
-86
-95

-104

48

92
162
237

316
396
478
584
659

2
-8

-14
-19

-25

-31
-37
-35
-33

18

12
5

-2

-13
-28
-46
-69
-93

15

-4
-10
-15

-22
-30
-39
-44
-49



Table 3.-Estimated operations of the 0451, DI, and HI Trust Funds under present low on the basis of the 1983

alternative 11-8 assumptions, fiscal years 1982-92

(Amunts in billions)

I1scal Income

year OASI DI OASDI HI Total

1982 £126.6 $21.4 $148.0

144.4
136.1
151.7
1"64.
176.0

189.2
201.4
226.1
245.4
259 .9

18.6

26.4
32.6
37.5
41.7

46.5
51.3
61.7
69 .8
76.1-

163.0
162.5
184.2
202.3
217.7

235.7
252.7
287.8
315.3
336.0

£37.6 £185.6

27.9
44.0
49.0
56.0
61.0

65.4
69 .2
72.7
75.7
78.4

.190.9
206.5
233.3
258.3
278.7

301.1
321.9
360.5
391.0
414.2

out go

0AS 1 DI OASDI

£137.9

152.7
163.4
179 .2
196.8

214 .2

232.2-
250.7
269.2
287.3
305.3

HI

£18.0 S156.0 £34.9

18.0
18.*2
19.0
20.1
21.4

22.8
24.3
26.0
27.8
219.8

170.8
181.6
198.1
216.9
235.6

255.0
275.0
295.2
315.1
335.1

39.1
45.2
52.3
59 .5

68.7

78.4
89 .4

101.0
112.9
126.2

Net increase
in funds

OASI DI OASDI HI Total

Funds at end
of Year

OASI DI 0ASD1 HI Total

Assets at beginning of year as a

percentage of outgo durino year

DASI DI 04501 HI Total

1982 -$11.3 £3.4 -$7.9 $2.7 -£5.2

.5
8.2

13.6
17.4
20.3

-7.8 -11.3
-19.0 ._1.2
-13.9 -3.3
-14.6 -3.5
-17.9 -7.7

-19.0
-20.2
-17.2
,-18.1
-25.6

£12.5 $6.8 £19.3 £20.8 $40.1

.. 4.2
-23.0

-50.5
-82.5

-120.8

7.3
15.5
29.1
46.5
66.8

11.5
-7.5 -

-2.1.4
-36.0
-54.0

9.6
8.4
5.1
1.6

-6.1

21.1
.9

-16.3
-34.5
-60.1

90.6 -73.2
117.6 -95.5
153.4 -102.8
195.5 -102.7
241.8 -101.7

-19 .1 -92.4
-39.3 -134.8
-67.7 -170.5

-104.9 -207.6
-152.9 -254.7

/ Between 0.0 and 0.5 percent.

otea: 1. The Income figures for 1983, snd the end-of-year asset figures for 1983 and later, reflect the transfer of

funds from the DI and HI Trust Funds to the OASI Trust Fund under the interfund borrowing authority

provided by Public Law 97-123. By the end of December 1982, when this authority expired, a total of £17.5

billion had been transferred to OASI, $5.1 billion from 01 and $12.4 billion from HI.

2. The estimated operations for OASI, 0ASDI, and 0A5DI and HI com~bined in 1983 and later are theoretical

since the 0ASI Trust Fund would be depleted in J)uly 1983. Similarly, the HI Trust Fund operations in 1957

and later are theoretical, since the fund would be depleted in 1987 under this set of assuTptions

3. The estimates of HI Trust Fund operations were prepared by the Office of Financial and Actuarial Analysis

in the Health Care rinancing Admninistration.
Social Security Ackninistration

Office of the Actuary

rebrua~ry- 28, 1983

pi

1983
1984
19855
1986
1987

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

Total I

£190.8 -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

209 .9
226.8
250.5
276.4
304.3

333.4
364.4
396.2
428.0
461.3

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

-8.3
-27.2
-27.5
-32.0
-38.3

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

-43.0

-43.1
-41.9
-45.4

a
3

-13
-26
-39

23.8
27.0
35.8
42.1
46.3

-19.3
-22.3.

-7.3
.1
.9

37
40
.82

14.
217

-13.0
-20.2
-28.4
-37.2
-48.0

11
6

-4
-10
-15

-32.3
-42.5
-35.7
-37.1
-47.1

53
21
16
9
2

19
9

-6
-11

-163.8
-713.1
-256.2
-298.1
-343.6

-52
-65
-79
-89
-98

Z94
373
453
552
656

-21
-27
-32
-33
-31

-8
-21
-39
-60
-83

-18
-25
-34
-40
-45

HI

17% 19% 17a 5214 24.



Table A.-Estiamated operation. of the DA.SI, DI, and HI Trust Funds under present low on the basis at the 1983

alternative III assumptions, calendar years 1982-92'

(Amounts. in billions)

,alendar
Yvar OASI

Income
DI &D HI Total

Out 0
GAS I D I DASO! HI Total

1982 5142.7 517.6 5160.3 525.6 S1B5.9

1983
-1984
1985
1986
1987

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

126.2
134.8
149.5
160.3
170.6

180.8
191.6
218.4
233.1
247.4

24.1
26.8
33.9
38.3
42.9

47.7
52.8
65.2
72.3
79 .3

150.3
161.6
183.4
198.6
213.5

228.5
244.4
283.7
305.4
326.7

41.0
4.4.0
"8.
56.0
59.9

63.2
66.0
68.1
69.7
70.6

191 .2
205.6
232.2
25.6
273.4

291.6
310.4
351.7
375.1
397.3

5142.1 $18.0 5160.1 536.2 5196.3

154.7
169 .2
188.5
08 .8
2286

249 .0
269.7
290.4
311.5
333.5

18.0
18.6
19.7
21.0

22.4

23.8
25.4
27.2
29.1
31.2

172.8
187.7
208.2
229.8
251.0

272.8
295.1
317.6
340.6
364.8

41.1
47.0
54.0
64.3
75.1

87.3
101 .4
116.5
133.0
152.0

213.9
234.7
262.2
294.1
326.1

360.1
396.5
434.2
473 .6
516.8

Not incremse
In funds

DA.S! DI OASDI HI Total

Funds at end
of year

0MI 0 DI ASDI HI Total

Assets at beginning of year as a
percenltage of outgo durmng year

DASI DI 04.SD1 HI Total

1982 $0.6 -50.4 50.2 -$10.6 -510.3

-22.5
-26.1
-24.8
-31.2
-37.5

-44.3
-50.7
-34.0
-35.2
-38.0

-.2
-3.0
-5.2
-8.2

-15.2

-22.7

-29.1
-30.0
-39.4
-52.7

-24.1 -68.5
-35.4 -86.1
-48.5 -82.4
-63.,3 -98.5
-81.4 -119 .5

522.1 52.7 524.8 58.2 £32.9 15S 1 71 1 51 52 22.

-6.5
-40.8
-79.8

-128.3'
-186.3

-234.5

-404.5

-482.9
-569 .1

8.7
17.0
31.2
48.5
69.0

2.3
-23.8
-48.7

-1.17.3

.8.0
5.0
-. 3

-a .s
-23.7

10.3
-18.9
-48.9
-38.3

-141.0

92.8 -161.7 -47.8 -209.5
120.2 -212.4 -83.2 -295.6
158.2 -246.3 -131.7 -378.0
201.4 ~-281.5 -195.0 -476.5
249.5 -319.5 -276.5 -596.0

I/ Between 0.0 and -0.5 percent.

Notes: 1. The Income figures for 1982, and the end-of-year asset figures for 1982 and later, reflect the transfer ot

funds froa the 01 and HI Trust Funds to the MAI Trust Fund under the inter fund borrowing authority

provided by Public Law 97-123. By the end of December 1982, when this authority expired, a total of 517.5

billion had been transferred to 0451, $5.1 billion from DI and 512.4 billion from HI.

2. The estimated operations tar 04S!, DASDI, and 0A5D1 and HI cobined in 1983 and later are theoretical

since the 0AS! Trust Fund would be depleted in .kuly 1983. Similarly, the HI Trust Fund operations in 1985

and later are theoretical, since the fund would be depleted in 1985 under this set of assuiqptions.

3. The estimates of HI Trust Fund operations were prepared by the Office of Financial and Actuarial Analysis

in the Health Care Financing Administration.

Social Security Administration

office of the Actuary
February 28, 1983

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

19588
198B9
1990
1991
1992

-28.5
-34.4
-39.0'
-48.5
-58.0

-68.1
-78.1
-72.0
-78.4
-86.1

6.0
8.3

14.2
17.3
20.5

23.8
27.4
38.1
43.2
48.1

14
-4

-22
-38
-56

-75
-94
-114
-130
-145

15
'7
86

148
217

289
365
442
54.4
645

14
I

-11
-21
-32

-43
-55
-67
-72
-77

20
I 17

9
.(j)
-11

-27
-47
-71
-99

-128

15
4
-7
-17
-27

-39
-53
-68
-80

-92



Table 5.-Extieasted operations of the DASI, DI, end HI Trust Funds under present law on the basis of the 1983
alternative III assumptions, fiscal years 1982-92 -

(Amunts in billiona)

Ir~m
DI OA.SDI HI Total

Outgo
DASI DI OASDI HI Total

1982 $126.6 $21.4 S14-8.0 $37.6 $185.6

1983
1954
1985
1986
1987

1988
1989
1990
1991
2992

144.2
133.6
147.0
159.0
169.0

180.1
190.5
213.2
231.1
244.4

18.5
26.0
31.9
37.0
41.3

46.1
51.1
61.5
70.0
76.7

162.7
159.7
178.9
196.0
2.10.3

226.2
241.6
274.7
301.1
321.1

27.8
43.3
47.8
54.5
59.3

63.0
66.0
68.5
70.4
71.6

190.4
203.0
226.8
250.5
259.6

289.2
307.6
3.43.2
371.5
392.6

$137.9 $18.0 $156.0 $34.9 $190.8

152 .8
164.6
183.5
03 .9

223.6

243.9
264.5
285.3
306.2
327.9

18.1
18.3
19.4
20.7
22.0

23.5
25.0
26.7
28.6
30.7

170.9
182.9
202.9
224.6
245.6

267.3
289.5
312.0
334.7
358.5

39 .1
45 .3
53.0
61 .4
72.4

84.1
97.7

112.6
128.5
147.0

210.0
228.3
255.9
286.0
318.0

351 .4
387.2
424 .6
463.3
505.6

Not increame
In funds

DASI DI OASDI HI Total

Funds at end
of year

DASI DI DASDI HI Total

Assets-at beginning of year as a
percentage at outgo during year

DASI DI CASDI HI Total

1982 -$11.3 $3.4 -$7.9 $2.7 -$5.2 $12.5 $6.8 $19.3 $20.8 $40.1 1 7% 19% 1 71 52. 24%

-8.*7
-31.0
-36.5
-44.8
-54.6

-63.8
-74.0
-72.1
-75.1
-83.5

.5
7.7

12.5
16.2
19.3

22.7
26.0
34.8
41.4
46.0

-8.2
-23.3
-24.0
-28.6
-35.3

-41.1
-47.9
-37.3
-33.6
-37.5

-11.4
-2.0
-5.2
-6.9

-13.1

-21.1
-31.6
-44.1
-59.1
-75.5

-19.6
-25.3

-35.5
-48.4

-62.2

-81.4
-91.7

-112.9

3.8
-27.1
-63.6

-108.4
-163.0

-226.8
-3D0.7
-372.9
-447.9
-531.4

7.2 11.1
14.9 -12.2
27.4 -36.2
43.7 -64.8
62.9 -100.1

9.5 20.5
7.5 -4.7

.2.3 -33.9
-4.6 -69.4

-17.7 -117.7

85.6 -141.2 -38.8 -179.9
111.6 -189.1 -70.4 -259.5
146.4 -226.4 -114.4 -340.9
187.9 -260.1 -172.6 -432.6
733.9 -297.5 -248.0 -545.5

a 37
2 39

-15 .- 77
-31 -'132
-48 198

-67
-86

-105
-122
-137

268
342
418
513
612

11
6

-6
-16
-26

-37
-49
-61
-68
-73

53
21
14
4

-6

-21
-40
-63
-89

-117

19
9

-2
-12
-22

-34
-46
-61
-74
-86

Notes: 1. The Income figures for 1953, and the end-of-year meoet figures for 1983 and later, reflect the transfer of
funds from the DI and HI Trust Funds to the OASI Trust Fund under the interfund borrowing authority
provided by Public Law 97-123. By the end of December 1982, when this authority expired, a total of $17.5
billion had been transferred to DASI, $5.1 billion from DI and $12.4 billion from HI.

2. The estimated operations for DASI, OASDI, and OASDI and HI combined in 1983 and later are theoretical
since the OASI Trust Fund would be depleted in J)uly 1983. Similarly, the HI Truat Fund operations in 1986
and later are theoretical, since the fund would be depleted in 1986 under this set of assurrptions.

3. The estimates of HI Trust Fund operations were prepared by the Office of Financial and Actuarial Analysis
In the Health Care Financing Adiministration.

Social Security Administration

Office of the Actuary
February 28, 1983

Fin cal
year. OASI

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992



Table 4.--Illustrative OASDI and OASDHI trust fund ratios under three sets of proposalsand in conjunction with a maximum application of a proposal -to advance OASDI taxtransfers, based on 1983 alternative Il-B assumptions, calendar years 1983-92

Assets at the beginning 'of the year, including 100 percent advance OASDItax transfer, expressed as a Percentage of annual expenditures under--National Commission National Commission
recommendations recommendationa

with extension to HI, with extension to HI,and continuation of but without continuation National CommissionCalendar TEFRA hospital reimburse- of TEFRA hospital recommendationsyear men t limitation reimbursement limitation only

OASDI
.1983 15% 15% 15%1984 . 22 22 22198.5 20 20 201986 22 22 211987 22 22 21
1988 22 22 201989 28 28 291990 38 38 381991 50 50 501992 64 64 64

OASDI and HI, combined

1983 16% 16% 16%1984 22 .22 211985 20 20 191986 21 20 181987 21 20 18
1988 22 19 161989 26 22 181990 30 24 201991 35 26 221992 39 28 24

te: See text of accompanying memorandum for a more complete description of the three.sets of proposals. Under the first two sets, the advance tax transfer proposalwould operate only if needed to enable the timely payment of OASDI benefits. Theestimates shown above, for illustrative purposes, indicate the effect of trans-f erring 100 percent of OASDI taxes to the trust funds at the beginning of eachmonth, rather than just the portion needed to pay benefits on time. While theadvance tax transfer proposal is not part of the National Commission recommendations,the maxirm~ potential effects of this proposal are shown above in conjunction withtheir recommendations for comparative purposes.

Social Security Administration
Office of the Actuary
February 18, 1983-



Table 4.--Illustrative OASDI and OASDHI trust fund ratios under three sets of proposals
and in conjunction with a 'maxim-am application of a proposal to advance OASDI tax

transfers, based on 1983 alternative III assumptions, calendar years 1983-92

Assets at the beginning of the year, including 100 percent advance OASDI
tax transfer, expressed as a percentage of annual exnenditures under--

National Commission
recommendations

with extension to HI,
and continuation of

TEFRA hospital reimburse-
ment limitation

National Commission
recommendations

with extension to HI,
but without continuation

of TEFRA hospital
reimbursement limitation

National Commission
recommendations

only

OASDI

15%
21
17
15
12

9
12
15
21.-
27

15%
21
17
15
12

9
12-
15
21
27

OASDI and HI, combined

16%
22
17
14

9

4
(1I/)
-4
-9
-14

1/ Between 0.0 and 0.5 percent.

Note: See text of accompanying memorandum for a more complete description of the three
sets of proposals. Under the first two sets, the advance tax transfer proposal
would operate only to the extent needed to enable the timely payment of OASDI

-benefits. The estimates shown above, for illustrative purposes, indicate the
effect of transferring 100 Percent of OASDI taxes to the trust funds at the
beginning of each month, rather than just the portion needed to pay benefits
on time. While the advance tax transfer proposal is not part of the National
Commission recommendations, the maximum potential effects of this proposal are
shown above in conjunction with their recommendations for comparison.
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Calendar
year

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

15%
21
17
15
12

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

9
12
15
21
27

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

16%
22
17
14
10

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

6
4
1

-1
-4

16%
20
16
12

7

1
-3
-8
-13
-18



Table 3.--Estimated operations of the OASDI and HI Trust Funds under the
National Commission Bipartisan Agreement, based on

1983 alternative II-B assumptions, calendar years -1982-92

(Amounts in billions)

Calendar
year OASDI

Income
Hi Total Q.D

Out go
Hi Total

1982 $160.3

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

171.2
180.1
201.3
217.7
234.7

278.8
304.7
336.7
364.8
393.9

$25.6 $185.9

41.2
45.1
52.0
62.0
69.6

66.5
70.5
73.9
77.0
79.8

212.4
225 .2
253.2
279.7
304.4

345.3
375.2
410.6
441.8
473.7

Net increase Fui
in funds

OASDI HI Total -OASDI

1982 $0.2 -$10.6 -$10.3 $24.8

1983
1984.-
1985'-
1986
1987

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

1.8
-. 4
3.8
1.3
.3

25.3
31.8
44.1
52.5
62.2

.1
-1.7
-1.2

.1
-1.4

-14.6
-21.9
-30.2
-39.2
-50.0

1.9
-2.2

* 2.6
1.4

-1.2

10.7
9.8

13.8
13.4
12.1

26.6
26.2
30.0
31.4
31.6

56.9
88.7

132.8
185.3
247.4

mds at end
of year

HI Total

$8.2 $32.9

8.2'
6.5.

* 5.3
5.4
3.9

-10.7
-32.7
-62.9

-102.1
-152.1

34.8
32.7-
35.3
36.7
35.6

46.2
56.1
69.9
83.2
95.4

Assets at beginning of
year as a percentage
of outgo during year
OASDI

15%

15
15
13
14
13

12
21
30
'3
56

HI Total

52% 222

20 16
is8 15
12 13

9 13
8 12

5 11
-12 13
-31 14
-54 16
-79 18

Notes: 1. See text of accompanying memorandum for description of proposal.
It is assumed that the 0ASDI lump-sum reimbursement for military
service wage credits and unnegotiated checks would be received by
July 1, 1983.

2. Income and end-of-year asset figures reflect transfers of assets
between the OASI and HI Trust Funds under the interfund borrowing
authority provided by P.L. 97-123. These projections assume that of
the $12.4 billion borrowed by OASI from HI, $1.4 billion would be
repaid in 1985, $3.9 billion in 1986, and $7.2 billion in 1987.

3. Under the package described above, and based on this set of assump-
tions, the HI Trust Fund would be depleted in 1988. Subsequent HI
operations as shown above are theoretical.
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$160.1

169.3
180.5
197.4
216.3
234.5

253.5
272.9
292.7
312.3
331.7

$36.2

41.1
46.8
53.1
61.9
71.1

81.1
92.4

104.1
116.2
129.8

$196.3

'210.5
227.3
250.6
278.3
305.5

334 .6
365.3
396.8
428.5
461.5

OASDI

I



Table 3.--Estimated operations of the OASDI and HI Trust Funds under the
National Commnission Bipartisan Agreement, based on

1983 alternative III assumptions, calendar years 1982-92

(Amounts in billions)

Calendar
year _OASDI

1982 $160.3

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

1 70.5
1 76.6
197.3
216.0
235.4

270.5
295.4
326.4
354.3
383.6

Income Outgo
HI Total

$25.6

41.0
44.3
49.3
56.7
60.8

64.2
67.4
69.7
71.6
72.9

$185 .9

211.5
220.9
246.6
272.7
296.2

334.8
362.8
396.1
425.9
456.5

OAS DI

$160.1

169.4
181.0
200.7
221 .7
242.1

263.5
284.9
306.9
329.2
352.8

HI Total

$36.2 $196.3

41.1
47.0
.54.0
64.3
75.1

87.3
101.4
116.6
133.0
152.1

210.6
228.1
254.7
286.0
317.3

350.8
386.3
423.4
462.2
504.8

Net increase
in funds

OASDI HI Total

Funds at end
of year

OASDI

1982 $0.2 -$10.6 -$10.3 $24.8

.1.0
-4.5
-3.3
-5.7
-6.7

7.0
10.5
19.5
25.1
30.8

-. 1
-2.7
-4.7
-7.6

-14.4

-23.1
-34.1
-46.9
-61 .4
-79.1

. 9
-7.2
-8.1

-13.3
-21 .1

-16.0
-23.5
-27.4
-36.3
-48.4

25.8
21.3
18.0
12.3
5.6

12.6
23.1
42.6
67.8
98.5

HI Total

$8.2 $ 32.9

8.0
5. 3

-7.0
-21.4

.-44.4
-78.5

-125.4
-186.8
-265.9

33.9
26.7
18.6
5.3

-15.8

-31 .8
-55.3
-82.7

-119.0
-167.4

Assets at beginning of
year as a percentage
of outgo during year
OASD I HI Total

15% 52%

15
14
11
8
5

2
4
8

13
19

20
1 7
10

1
-9

-24
-44
-67
-94

-123

22%

16
15
10
7
2

-5
-8

-13
-18
-24

Notes: 1. See accompanying memorandum for description of proposal. I t i's
assumed that the OASDI lump-sum reimbursement for military service
wage credits and unnegotiated checks would be received by July 1,
1983.

2. Income and end-of-year asset figures reflect transfer of $12.4
billion from the HI Trust Fund to the OASI Trust Fund in 1982
under the interfund borrowing authority provided by P.L. 97-123.
Under the alternative III assumptions, OASI would be unable to repay
this loan prior to the depletion of the HI Trust Fund. Thus the
effect of repayment is not shown in the estimates above.

3. Under this package, and based on this set of assumptions, the HI
Trust Fund would be depleted in late 1985 or early 1986. Subsequent
HI operations as shown above are theoretical. Similarly, the OASDI
Trust Funds would be depleted at about the same time and subsequent
operations are theoretical.
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1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992


